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Abstract 

Increasing energy demands as well as the depletion of traditional resources has led to the 

development and improvement of energy conversion and storage technologies. Today, two major 

concerns are development of renewable sources of energy and establishing reliable sources of 

potable water to the meet continually growing demands of our society. One technology that has 

the potential to address both of these issues is the photocatalyst: a material that is able to use 

natural light irradiation to drive useful chemical reactions and create electrical power. 

Photocatalytic materials have already been commercially demonstrated to purify waste water 

and air pollution under ultraviolet irradiation. However, in a photoelectrochemical cell, 

photocatalytic applications extended beyond waste water remediation to the production of 

electricity and alternative fuels such as hydrogen gas.  

This thesis aims to explore the potential multifunctionality of TiO2 materials and point to 

applications that extend beyond traditional photocatalysis. Specifically, this work covers the 

study and design of titanium oxide (TiO2)-based multifunctional electrochemical cells that can 

simultaneously purify waste water and provide energy in the form of electrical power.  

First, this thesis explored potential applications for three-dimensional macroporous (3DOM) 

TiO2 morphologies for electrochemical applications. Although the material was a suitable 

photocatalyst it was found to be an effective freestanding TiO2 anode on carbon cloth for Li-ion 

battery applications. The 3DOM TiO2-based anode provided a flexible, free-standing, binder-

free, active material with superior power density when compared to other electrode materials in 

a similar configuration. This work also provided the first instance of the successful application 

of 3DOM materials on non-planar surfaces.  
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Commercial TiO2 (P25) was also employed as a photoanode in a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

as a proof-of-concept device that generates electrical power from the photo-degradation of waste 

sources such as human sweat (as a wearable device) and dye waste (as a flexible water treatment 

device). This work established the potential application of photocatalysis in wearable 

technologies and in flexible photocatalytic devices in general.  

Finally, a burr-like Ag-TiO2 photocatalyst was developed as a photoanode material in a flow-

photocatalytic fuel cell for the continuous power generation and photo-degradation of brewery 

effluent under solar-simulated light. This work explored the effect of Ag loading on 

photoelectrochemical performance, and demonstrated unprecedented power density of a flow-

photocatalytic fuel cell in a continuous flow configuration.  
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1.0 Introduction 

As the world faces growing issues regarding the environment and energy security, the scientific 

community is looking for cleaner solutions to existing problems. In the face of the depletion of 

fossil fuel resources, energy production and storage industries are under pressure to provide 

technologies that are clean and renewable. At the same time, waste remediation and pollution 

control technologies are in high demand in order to address the increasing requirement for 

emission treatment and potable water needs of a growing world population. Although Canada is 

continually working towards lowering its greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), its oil and gas and 

transportation sectors continue to be one of the largest contributor growing greenhouse gas 

emissions.1 

Photocatalysts are a recently discovered class of materials that are a potential solution to many 

of the energy concerns described above. Fujishima showed in 1972 that photocatalytic materials 

such as titanium dioxide (TiO2) could use natural sunlight to split water into oxygen and 

hydrogen gas.2 This discovery was significant because the work implied that a completely 

passive and renewable mechanism could be used to produce energy in the form of hydrogen fuel. 

Since then, photocatalysts have been used in various applications, including waste water 

treatment, sterilization, cancer therapy,3 dye-sensitized solar cells,4 and hydrocarbon cracking.5 

Two significant applications of photocatalytic materials are in the areas of waste water 

remediation and energy production. In more recent years, photocatalysts have been used to 

simultaneously decompose organics in waste water and generate energy in the form of electricity 

or hydrogen fuel in a photoelectrochemical cell.6 
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The reason TiO2 is able to act as a photocatalyst is because of it has many desirable optical and 

electrochemical properties. The photo-redox chemistry of TiO2 is such that it is highly reactive 

with many other compounds. At the same time, TiO2 is very chemically stable, even under light 

irradiation, making it a strong candidate for photocatalysis. Even with these properties, TiO2 

photocatalysis remains a relatively underdeveloped field with applications that do not extend 

beyond traditional photocatalysis. There are several reasons for the lack of commercial 

development for photocatalysis. First, the recombination rate of charge-carriers in conventional 

TiO2 particles is high, leading to low efficiencies and low photocatalytic activities. Second, TiO2 

only absorbs light within the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum, limiting it to less than 5% of the solar 

spectrum.7 Lastly, certain applications for TiO2-based photocatalysis have yet to be explored. 

Based on the aforementioned reasons, research on improved photocatalytic systems is required 

and continuing to grow.8,9 TiO2 photocatalytic activity can be improved by controlling its 

morphology, introducing dopants, and heterostructuring TiO2 with other materials.10 The 

morphology of a catalyst can greatly affect its physical and chemical properties, and therefore 

catalytic performance. Three-dimensional ordered mesoporous (3DOM) structures have the 

unique property of using its periodic porous structure to manipulate its optical band gap and 

improve absorbance of light.11 In addition to this property, 3DOM materials have high porosity 

with highly accessibly surface sites.12  

Unfortunately, these optical enhancements only allow a material to more efficiently capture light 

within its optical band gap and do not actually extend the light absorption spectrum. In order to 

improve the light absorption and charge separation properties of TiO2, techniques such as doping 

and heterostructuring are required. Plasmonic materials have recently been gaining in popularity 
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as a cocatalyst that can enhance photocatalytic efficiency, and provide photocatalytic activity 

under visible light irradiation.13 Plasmonic materials consist of noble metals which perform two 

functions: 1) form Schottky junctions with semiconductor photocatalysts to encourage charge 

separation; and 2) create active charge carriers under visible light via a phenomenon called 

localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR). These properties allow plasmonic materials to 

act as sensitizers for photocatalysts while leaving the large redox potential of the photocatalyst 

unaffected.  

This thesis discusses the design and application of TiO2-based electrochemical cells in the 

application of multifunctional photoelectrochemical devices that can generate electrical power 

from the photo-degradation of organic compounds from various water sources. First, an 

alternative application for three-dimensional macroporous TiO2 is found in Li-ion batteries. 

Then, both commercial and novel TiO2 materials are implemented into photocatalytic fuel cell 

devices that have applications in power generation in wearable technologies and waste water 

treatment. 

1.1 Objectives 

The objective of this work is to: (i) explore different multifunctional electrochemical systems 

using TiO2-based photocatalysis; and (ii) design and optimize TiO2-based photocatalysts for 

sunlight-activated waste water remediation as well as a means of creating meaningful and 

scalable energy output. This two-fold objective can be broken down into the following steps: 

1) Test the photocatalytic performance of 3DOM TiO2 and demonstrate the transferability of 

nanomaterials to an energy storage context. 
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a. Demonstrate an electrochemical application of 3DOM materials on non-planar 

surfaces. 

b. Evaluate the electrochemical performance of 3DOM TiO2 as a free-standing, 

flexible, binder free anode material in Li-ion batteries. 

2) Design and fabricate a TiO2-based photocatalytic fuel cell as a proof-of-concept device 

using commercial TiO2 (P25). 

a. Evaluate device power output as a methanol-based photocatalytic fuel cell, and 

under bending conditions. 

b. Evaluate device power output using human sweat and textile dye as a form of 

simultaneous waste removal and current generation. 

3) Design and fabricate a burr-like Ag-TiO2 photocatalyst as a photoanode in a flow-

photocatalytic fuel cell. 

a. Evaluate device power output in a methanol-based photocatalytic fuel cell. 

b. Determine the optical and electronic properties of the Ag-TiO2 photocatalyst that 

improve the performance of the photocatalytic fuel cell. 

c. Evaluate device power output using brewery effluent in a flow configuration. 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

This work is organized in the following manner:  

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the work and its motivations and objectives. 

Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the operating principles of photocatalysts, highlighting 

the properties of a strong photocatalytic material. TiO2 is then presented as the photocatalytic 
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material of interest. The synthesis and use of TiO2 in literature as a photocatalyst and photoanode 

in photocatalytic fuel cells is discusses in greater detail. A short discussion is also given on the 

application of TiO2 in applications such as photocatalytic fuel cell systems for photocatalysis 

and energy production, and Li-ion batteries. 

Chapter 3 provides a brief explanation of the characterization and experimental techniques used 

in this work. 

Chapter 4 presents work done on 3DOM TiO2 as a photocatalytic material and ultimate 

application into Li-ion batteries as a high power anode material. 

Chapter 5 presents work done on implementing commercial TiO2 (P25) into a flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell that produces electrical power from the photo-degradation of human 

sweat and textile dye.  

Chapter 6 presents work done on synthesizing a burr-like Ag-TiO2 photocatalytic material that 

has improve visible-light activity and produces electrical power from the photo-degradation of 

brewery effluent in a continuous flow configuration. 

Chapter 7 outlines the main conclusions, contributions, recommendations, and future work 

based on this thesis. 
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2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 Semiconductor Theory 

Photocatalysis involves the acceleration of a chemical reaction via a light-activated catalyst. 

Photocatalysts use photo-generated electron-hole pairs to generate free radical species that can 

undergo useful secondary reactions. Because of the nature of photo-generation, photocatalysts 

are based on semiconductor materials. 

Semiconductors are materials that have an energy band gap (Eg) between its valence band and 

conduction band.14 Semiconductors therefore require energy input equal to or greater than this 

band gap in order to produce a current and are otherwise non-conducting. When adequate energy 

is added to the system, an electron is excited from the valence band to the conduction band 

leaving behind a ‘hole’, an imaginary particle that holds a positive charge. Therefore, the 

movement or transition of an electron in one direction is also considered the movement or 

transition of a hole in the opposite direction. This excitation process is known as electron-hole 

pair (EHP) generation. 

If the EHP is unable to separate from each other after photo-generation, it is possible that the 

electron can relax back down to the valence band and recombine with the hole in a process aptly 

called recombination. Recombination can result in the emission of photons and/or phonons, and 

is undesirable in photocatalysis because the process relies on the energy gained from electron 

excitation. 

The amount of electrons or holes in a semiconductor is described by the Fermi level, 𝐸𝐹, where 

𝐸𝑔 is the band gap, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝑚𝑝
∗  and 𝑚𝑛

∗  are the 
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effective mass of holes and electrons, respectively (Equation 1-1). The Fermi level is defined as 

the energy level at which there is a 50% probability of being occupied by an electron. For 

intrinsic semiconductor materials, Fermi levels are found within the band gap. If additional 

electrons are added to the system, the Fermi level will increase as more energy levels are 

occupied with electrons. In the same way, if additional holes are added to the system (i.e. more 

electrons are removed), the Fermi level will decrease. This type of electronic modification is 

typically done by a process called doping.  

 
𝐸𝐹 =

1

2
𝐸𝑔 +

3

4
𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 (

𝑚𝑝
∗

𝑚𝑛
∗

) (1-1) 

2.1.1 Doping 

Doping is the intentional introduction of impurities into a semiconductor material in order to add 

more electrons or holes to a system. If the impurity atom replacing the original atom has more 

electrons in its valence shell, the semiconductor as a whole will contain more electrons. These 

impurities will in turn create donor sites near the conduction band, making the material an n-

type semiconductor. If the impurity atom has less electrons than the original atom, the 

semiconductor will contain more holes, and these impurities will create acceptor sites near the 

valence band (forming a p-type semiconductor). In both cases, doping has the ability to increase 

the conductivity of a semiconductor by adding more charge carriers, and decrease its band gap 

by introducing additional donor or acceptor energy levels within the band gap. The Fermi level 

changes due to doping are given by Equations 1-2 and 1-3, where 𝑛𝑖 is the intrinsic carrier 

concentration, and 𝑁𝐷 and 𝑁𝐴 are donor and acceptor atom concentrations, respectively.  
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Silicon is a commonly used semiconductor that can be either n-doped or p-doped. As a group IV 

element, Si atoms can be either replaced by group V atoms (such as P, As, Sb) or group III atoms 

(such as B, Ga, In) in order to introduce excess electrons and holes, respectively. Using a relevant 

example, TiO2 is naturally an n-type semiconductor due to oxygen vacancies in its lattice created 

during synthesis.   

 
𝐸𝐹𝑛 = 𝐸𝐹 + 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 (

𝑁𝐷

𝑛𝑖
) (1-2) 

 
𝐸𝐹𝑛 = 𝐸𝐹 − 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 (

𝑁𝐴

𝑛𝑖
) (1-3) 

 

2.1.2 Semiconductors in Heterogeneous Systems 

When a semiconductor is placed in a heterogeneous system with two or more materials, its 

energy bands do not necessarily remain constant. If there exists a difference in Fermi level 

between the semiconductor and the secondary material, then electron exchange will occur until 

an equilibrium Fermi level is achieved.15 For example, when TiO2 is immersed in water, there is 

a net electron transfer from Ti4+ to adsorbed –OH groups. (This is only possible if the Fermi 

level of the semiconductor is higher than that of the lowest unoccupied molecule orbital (LUMO) 

of the adsorbed molecule.) This hydroxylation process is driven thermodynamically by the desire 

for the Fermi level of semiconductor to be in equilibrium with the LUMO of the adsorbed 

molecule. For this reason, the Fermi level is often referred to as an electrochemical potential. 

Once the electron transfer takes place, a Helmholtz double layer forms at the interface, causing 

electron repulsion near the surface of the semiconductor. The region near the semiconductor 

therefore undergoes band bending and is called the space charge layer. 
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Figure 1-1. Illustration of the basic photocatalytic mechanism.16  

 

Band bending behavior is an important phenomenon because it governs how charge transport 

occurs when semiconductors interact with other media. Band bending is responsible for 

separating EHPs, indicating the preferred flow of charge carriers, and determining plausible 

surface redox reactions. 

For example, if TiO2 is heterostructured with Si and placed in electrolyte solution (Figure 1-2), 

then the band bending in both semiconductors is affected by how Si is doped (assuming TiO2 is 

naturally n-type). If a composite is made with n-Si, then electrons naturally transfer into the bulk 

material while holes accumulate at the TiO2 surface. This encourages charge separation, 

increases the overall generated (anodic) current, and promotes oxidation at the TiO2-electrolyte 

interface. If a composite is made with p-Si, then electrons can easily be trapped within bulk TiO2 

while holes can move toward bulk p-Si or the TiO2 surface. This reduces the overall (anodic) 

current, while accumulating electron charge within the TiO2 bulk instead of the surface (where 

a reduction reaction could take place).  
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Figure 1-2. Band diagram of Si-TiO2 depending on the doping of Si.17 

 

2.2 Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) as a Photocatalytic Material 

TiO2 is a naturally occurring metal oxide that is typically found in the form of ilmenite ore. TiO2 

exists in three main mineral forms: anatase, rutile, and brookite. Both anatase and brookite are 

metastable states, and convert to rutile upon heating.18 The photocatalytic activity of TiO2 was 

first discovered by Fujishima in 1967 and published by Fujishima and Honda in 1972.2 It was 

found that TiO2 could use light irradiation to perform hydrolysis (the breaking of water 

molecules into hydrogen and oxygen gas). 

Since the discovery of this effect, called the Honda-Fujishima effect, TiO2 has been used as a 

photocatalytic material in applications ranging from dye-sensitized solar cells19 to antibacterial 

systems20 to air pollution control.21 Even today, TiO2 has remained at the forefront of 

photocatalytic research because of its low cost, chemical stability, and large redox potential.22,23 
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Subsequent work revealed that TiO2 could be modified in many different ways in order to 

improve its photocatalytic activity.24 In addition to changing its mineral phase, impurities could 

be introduced to modify its absorption spectrum; the morphology of the material could be 

changed to improve surface area and conductivity; and, TiO2 could be heterostructured with 

other co-catalysts to improve overall performance. 

The following sections will focus on: 1) the properties of TiO2 that make it a strong 

photocatalytic material; ii) the various methods for synthesizing TiO2; and, iii) the synthesis of 

specific TiO2 morphologies and composites for high performing catalysts. 

2.2.1 TiO2 Properties 

The properties of TiO2 relevant to photocatalysis have been widely studied.25 The most 

photoactive active form of TiO2 is thought to be anatase due to its higher adsorption of organic 

compounds and high hole trapping rate.26,27 The rutile and brookite phases have also been shown 

to be photoactive.28 In fact, TiO2 containing multiple phases have been shown to improve 

photocatalytic activity and reduce recombination of charge-carriers.29,30 Because anatase and 

rutile TiO2 are the most relevant and widely studied phases, this section will focus on these 

phases only. 

The most thermally stable crystal face of anatase is (101).25 The (101) anatase surface is 

corrugated and consists of alternating rows of 5-coordinated Ti atoms. The lowest energy crystal 

face of rutile is (110), which consists of 6-coordinated Ti atoms with bridging oxygens. Both 

anatase and rutile have tetragonal crystal structures, and the transformation of anatase into rutile 

is possible by annealing anatase at temperatures greater than 400°C.31 
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Figure 1-3. The most thermodynamically stable crystal faces of anatase TiO2(a) and rutile 

TiO2 (b). Red spheres = O; blue spheres = Ti.25 

 

TiO2 is an intrinsic wide band gap semiconductor, with optical absorption gaps of 3.2 eV and 

3.0 eV for anatase and rutile, respectively.32 However, anatase and rutile can also be considered 

n-type semiconductors due to the natural oxygen vacancies within the lattice which reduces Ti4+ 

to Ti3+.25 These band gaps effectively place the absorption spectrum of pure TiO2 within the 

ultraviolet range (λ ≈ 10 – 400 nm). 

Mixed-phase TiO2 containing anatase and rutile consists of a 0.4 eV band alignment, with 

anatase having a work function 0.2 eV larger than that of rutile (Figure 1-4).29 This confirmation 

provides a strong theoretical basis for the use of mixed-phase TiO2 to effectively separate EHPs, 

reducing charge recombination and increasing photocatalytic efficiency. TiO2 can have a wide 

range of conductivities depending on its crystal structure and morphology. As a nanoporous film, 

TiO2 has been shown to have conductivities as high as 3.7 × 10–3 Ω–1·cm–1.33 

A 

B 
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Figure 1-4. Band gap mismatch between anatase and rutile in mixed-phase TiO2.
29 

 

At neutral pH, the conduction band of anatase has a potential of approximately -0.5 eV vs. SHE 

(Figure 1-5).34 The conduction band of anatase is negative enough to reduce O2 to O2•
– (-0.3 eV 

vs. SHE). The valence band is also sufficiently positive to oxidize H2O and other hydroxide 

species to form their respective radicals. When placed relative to the redox potential of organic 

functional groups such as aromatics, phenols, amines, and sulfur bands, TiO2 is very capable of 

inducing redox reactions.  

Apart from photocatalytic applications, TiO2 is used extensively as a pigment in paints and 

coatings, as a UV-blocker in sunscreens, and as a food additive.35 TiO2 is useful as a white 

pigment due to its high refractive index and, therefore, high brightness.36 Its high refractive index 

means that light is easily bent and redirected off of the surface, even for very thin layers of TiO2. 

With the addition of strong UV absorption, this also makes TiO2 a useful additive in sunscreens. 

In foodstuffs, TiO2 is commonly used as both a whitening agent and as an anti-bacterial additive 

for increasing product shelf-life. 
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Figure 1-5. Band positions of various semiconductors including TiO2.Relative redox 

potentials of various organic functional groups.24 

 

Unfortunately, the toxicity of nanoscale TiO2 particles used in these applications have yet to be 

thoroughly studied. Although bulk TiO2 is found to be inert and relatively non-toxic towards 

humans, existing toxicity studies performed on sub-micron TiO2 particles has led the 

International Agency for Research on Cancer to label TiO2 as an IARC Group 2B carcinogen, 

meaning that it is possibly carcinogenic to humans.35 This evaluation is based on several studies. 

One of the largest epidemiological cohort studies performed in TiO2 production industries in six 

European countries, as well as three other studies in the USA and Canada showed inadequate 

evidence for TiO2 carcinogenicity in humans.35,37 However, ultrafine TiO2 particles tested in rats, 

mice, and hamsters have shown sufficient evidence in animals for its carcinogenicity. For these 

reasons, TiO2 is currently classified as possibly carcinogenic to human beings. 
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2.2.2 TiO2 Synthesis 

The synthesis of photocatalytic materials can be divided into three main approaches: morphology 

control, doping, and heterostructuring.38 By controlling and fine-tuning the morphology of a 

photocatalyst, one can control the physical and electronic properties of the material. Doping, as 

mentioned previously, can be used to introduce intermediate energy states, increase the 

conductivity of the semiconductor, and lower the effective band gap of the material. Lastly, 

heterostructuring combines two different materials in order to take advantage the properties of 

each material and improve charge-carrier separation. 

TiO2 Morphology Control 

TiO2 can be synthesized using a wide array techniques and processes which have been 

extensively recorded in literature.24,38,39 These include precipitation, sol-gel, emulsion, 

solvothermal and hydrothermal, electrochemical, chemical and physical vapour deposition 

(CVD and PVD), and microwave methods. Precipitation, sol-gel, and emulsion methods are 

often employed to create TiO2 nanoparticles that can be used as films, membranes, or powders. 

These methods rely on the hydrolysis of TiO2 precursors such as titanium oxysulfates, titanium 

chlorides and titanium alkoxides. These methods can also be used with templating compounds 

such as surfactants, block co-polymers, and other ordered structures to produce specific ordered 

membranes. Solvothermal and hydrothermal methods are high temperature, high pressure 

processes that use organic or aqueous solvents as media, respectively. These methods often begin 

with sol-gel solutions, and so use similar precursors. Solvothermal and hydrothermal reactions 

are favoured when specific complex morphologies are desired. CVD and PVD processes can be 
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used to produce thin TiO2 films. Lastly, microwave methods use high-frequency electromagnetic 

waves to induce hydrolysis of TiO2 suspensions to form larger ordered structures. 

Sol-gel synthesis of TiO2 is one of the simplest and popular means of growing TiO2 

nanomaterials.24,40 Sol-gel methods can be used to produce high purity TiO2, and processing 

parameters can be modified to change structure, introduce dopants, and form composites.24 In 

sol-gel synthesis, TiO2 is formed through the hydrolysis and condensation of a titanium alkoxide. 

Titanium salts can also be used, however this requires the removal of the anion after synthesis.  

TiO2 can take various forms depending on the synthesis method,39 including nanoparticles,41 

nanotubes,42 nanosheets,43 nanobelts,44 nanorods,45, nanowires,46 nanowire arrays,47 and 

aerogels.48 Three-dimensional ordered mesoporous (3DOM) structures have been growing in 

popularity in the research environment due to their relatively high surface areas, high porosity, 

high periodicity, and tunable optical properties.11,49,50 The optical properties of 3DOM materials 

are perhaps the most interesting, and are described by two main effects: photonic stop band 

reflection and slow photons.  

Photonic stop band reflection occurs when the light incident on the 3DOM material is within the 

same length scale as the periodicity of the porous structure. Bragg diffraction laws forbids these 

wavelengths from propagating through the periodic structure, and they are instead reflected.  The 

range of wavelengths that are included in the stop band depend on the periodicity and dielectric 

contrast within the material. Chen et al. performed a study on 3DOM TiO2 structures synthesized 

from templates of varying size (Figure 1-6).11 The results understandably showed that increasing 

the template size led to an increase in the photon stop band.  
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Figure 1-6. Photonic stop bands of 3DOM TiO2 materials with varying template sizes(Stop 

band maximums of 280, 300, 325, 345, 370, 430, and 500 nm correspond to template sizes 

of 130, 150, 180, 210, 240, 300, and 380 nm, respectively (a).11 E-k diagram for photon 

group velocity (b).51 

 

Research has shown that light with wavelengths near the edges of the photonic stop bands 

experience a reduction in their group velocity. Much like electron waves in semiconductors (E-

k diagrams), the group velocity of photons corresponds to 
𝛿𝑤

𝛿𝑘
 and can be reduced to zero near the 

photonic stop band (Figure 1-6b). A slower group velocity increases the effective path length of 

photons, which can in turn increase the interaction of light with the medium. Therefore, if a 

3DOM material can be synthesized that has photonic stop band edges within the same range as 

the light source being used, the absorption of this light can be enhanced through slow photon 

effects. For this reason, 3DOM materials have been used in various applications including 

waveguides,52 photonic sensors,53 catalysis,54,55 and energy storage devices.56 

3DOM materials are commonly synthesized using a colloidal crystal templating (CCT) 

method.12,49 A CCT is prepared and infiltrated with the desired 3DOM material. The template 
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can then be removed via selective dissolution or calcining in order to form the final 3DOM 

structure. 

 

Figure 1-7. Basic process for synthesizing 3DOM structures from a colloidal crystal 

template.12  

 

Various materials have been synthesized in 3DOM form, including metal oxides (TiO2, SiO2, 

ZnO, Fe2O3, MnO2, Nb2O5, Ta2O5, ZrO2,),
55,57-60 metals (Pt, W, Ta, Mo),54,61 and carbon.62 Some 

examples of 3DOM metal oxides are shown below in Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8. SEM images of 3DOM metal oxides: (a, b),TiO2; (c, d),Nb2O5; (e, f), Ta2O5; (g, 

h), ZrO2.
60 

 

TiO2 Doping 

TiO2, and photocatalytic materials in general, can also be doped in order to change the band 

structure of the semiconductor material. The doping of TiO2 has been explored extensively by 

research groups, including both metal ions (Fe, Mo, Ru, Os, Re, V, Rh, Co, Al, Ag, Pd, Pt, Zn, 

Zr, Cr, Mg, La, Ce, Er, Pr, Gd, Nd, Sm)63-66 and non-metal ions (C,67 N,68 S,69 F,70 Cl/Br30). 

Dopants introduce energy bands within the band gap of semiconductors. These energy bands, 

although very close to either the valence band or conduction band (depending on their 

contribution to the band structure), causes a shift in the Fermi level and ultimately a reduction in 

the average band gap of the material. Doping is commonly used with TiO2 to cause a red shift in 
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its absorption spectrum and induce visible light photoactivity. In general, p-doping is more 

desirable than n-doping, since TiO2 is intrinsically more oxidative than reductive of water 

molecular and other organic compounds. This means that the introduction of excess holes, unlike 

electrons, is more favourable for reducing band gap because their influence over the reduction 

potential of TiO2 is less problematic.10 

TiO2 Heterostructuring 

The final means for improving photocatalytic activity is introducing a second, distinct material 

that improves absorption of light, acts as a charge-carrier acceptor or donor, or both. The 

advantage of creating a heterogeneous photocatalyst like this is that the crystal structure and 

redox characteristics of TiO2 are preserved, while additional properties can be provided by a 

secondary material. There are many types of heterogeneous mechanisms, but the most widely 

studied are charge-carrier transfer, direct and indirect Z-scheme, sensitization, and co-catalyst 

coupling.10  

Charge-carrier transfer requires the pairing of TiO2 with another semiconductor that produces a 

staggered band-alignment like that shown in Figure 1-4. In this configuration, electrons 

preferentially transfer to one semiconductor, while holes preferentially transfer to the second 

semiconductor. Examples of semiconductors paired with TiO2 include CdS,71 Bi2O3,
72 and 

PbS.73 Charge-carrier transfer has the advantage of reducing recombination but also the 

disadvantage of ultimately lowering the redox potential of both charge-carriers. 

This disadvantage can be solved by using Z-scheme processes, which separate the two 

semiconductors and place a mediator in between electrons from one semiconductor and holes 

from the other. This keeps reduction and oxidation reactions on separate semiconductors, while 
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maintaining the reaction potential of all charge-carriers. Direct Z-scheme systems include TiO2-

Si,74 TiO2-C3N4,
75 and TiO2-Ag-Cu2O.76 Indirect Z-scheme systems employ a redox couple in 

between two separate electrodes to accomplish the same effect. An example of a TiO2-based 

indirect Z-scheme is an anatase-rutile TiO2 system using an IO3–/I– redox mediator.77  

Sensitization improves the photocatalytic performance of TiO2 by providing visible-NIR 

sensitivity in the form of a narrow band gap secondary material such as an organic dye like 

N719,78 or semiconductor such as Cu2O
79 or CdSe80. This heterostructure makes it possible to 

absorb light within both UV and visible spectrums, while maintaining the large redox potential 

of TiO2.  

Plasmonic Catalysts 

Lastly, co-catalysts can be coupled with TiO2 to either improve reactivity, improve absorbance, 

or act as electron acceptors.  Both metals (Au, Pt, Ir, Ag, Pd, Ru, Rh)81-83 and other 

semiconductors such as NiO and RuO2
83 have been used as co-catalysts. Carbonaceous 

nanomaterials are also considered co-catalytic in these systems.8  

Noble metals such as Ag and Au are especially interesting due to a phenomenon called localized 

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). LSPR occurs when the frequency of incident photons 

matches that of the surface electrons of a metal particle. Although the frequency of incoming 

light is often predetermined, the resonance wavelength of plasmonic nanoparticles can be 

tailored based on size, shape, and the surrounding media.  

If LSPR occurs, the electrons in the plasmonic particle are excited to a higher energy level, which 

can allow the transfer of electrons to the conduction band of a neighbouring semiconductor 

(Figure 1-9a). Before full dissipation of this effect (Figure 1-9c), electrons in the metal form a 
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new Fermi-Dirac distribution at a new Fermi level (Figure 1-9b) and continue to donate 

electrons to the semiconductor. If the surface plasmon has an energy larger than the band gap of 

the semiconductor, it is possible for electron collisions themselves to excite electrons to the 

conduction band of the semiconductor (Figure 1-9d). This is called an LSPR-induced band gap 

breaking effect.  

 

Figure 1-9. Mechanism for LSPR sensitization of a semiconductor.13 

 

In addition to LSPR effects, plasmonic materials also create a Schottky junction with the 

semiconductor. This metal-semiconductor junction can create band-bending phenomenon and a 

built-in electric field that encourages the separation of generated EHPs. For example, this 

improved charge separation is possible if the Fermi level of the semiconductor is higher than that 

of the plasmonic metal such as the configuration found in Figure 1-9d. This creates an upward 
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band bending in the semiconductor, driving electrons into the semiconductor bulk and holes 

toward the metal bulk. 

A summary of these effects can be found in Figure 1-10 below. In this example, n-TiO2 absorbs 

UV light while Au is responsible for absorbing visible light via the LSPR effects. The Schottky 

junction between the two materials causes electrons to accumulate on TiO2 and holes on Au due 

to the built-in electric field of the space charge layer. Therefore, in this system, reduction occurs 

on TiO2 while oxidation occurs on Au. 

 

Figure 1-10. Major processes for a composite consisting of n-type TiO2 and plasmonic Au.13  

 

2.3 Photocatalytic Systems 

This section will cover photocatalytic systems as an application of materials like TiO2. First, the 

basic photocatalytic mechanisms will be described in aqueous conditions. Then, two types of 

photocatalytic systems will be discussed in greater detail: particulate systems and photocatalytic 

fuel cells. 
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2.3.1 Photocatalytic Mechanism 

Using the theory and processes described above, the photocatalytic mechanism can be described 

as follows (Figure 1-11): (i) an incident photon with sufficient energy strikes the photocatalyst, 

photo-generating an EHP; (ii) the EHP is either separated and reaches an active site on the 

surface of the photocatalyst (a), or they recombine, prematurely ending the photocatalytic 

process (b); and, (iii) successfully separated electrons and holes undergo reduction and oxidation 

reactions with adsorbed species, respectively. In an aqueous solution, photocatalysts can react 

with water or other organic compounds to form radical species. These species are highly reactive 

and are ‘resolved’ through various redox reactions, eventually leading to products such as CO2 

and H2O (Equations (1-4 to (1-13).84 

 

Figure 1-11. Illustration of the basic photocatalytic mechanism.8 
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 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝑒− + ℎ+ (1-4) 

 𝑒− + 𝑂2 → 𝑂2 ∙− (1-5) 

  𝑂2 ∙−+ 𝐻+ → 𝐻𝑂2  

  𝐻𝑂2 + 𝑒− + 𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝑂2 

   𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝑒− → ∙ 𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻−   

   𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝑂2 ∙−→ ∙ 𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻− + 𝑂2   

 2𝑂2 ∙−+ 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑂2 + 𝐻𝑂2 ∙−+ 𝑂𝐻− 

(1-6) 

(1-7) 

(1-8) 

(1-9) 

(1-10) 

 ℎ+ + 𝑇𝑖𝑂𝐻/𝑂𝐻−/𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑅/𝑅 ∙/ ∙ 𝑅𝑂𝐻 

 → 𝑂2 ∙−, 𝐻𝑂𝑂 ∙, 𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐻, 𝐻𝑂𝑂−, 𝐻𝑂 ∙, 𝑂𝐻−, 𝐻2𝑂 

 → 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2 

(1-11) 

(1-12) 

(1-13) 

 

Based on this reaction mechanism, there are four main requirements for a strong photocatalytic 

material: (i) chemical stability; (ii) absorbance over a wide light spectrum; (iii) high electron 

conductivity; and (iv) high specific surface area. These four requirements will be described in 

greater detail below: 

Chemical Stability 

Chemical stability and photo-corrosion resistance is an important property of photocatalysts for 

three reasons: First, a catalyst by definition is not consumed during a chemical reaction; second, 

the decomposition of a catalyst means that it can no longer be used and must be replaced with 

new catalyst; and third, the decomposition of a catalyst can produce harmful or dangerous 

products.85  
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One example of a good photocatalytic material lacking photo-corrosion resistance is cadmium 

sulfide (CdS). CdS has a band gap of 520 nm (2.39 eV), making it a candidate material for 

visible-light photocatalysis.86 However, one issue with CdS, along with many other metal 

sulfides, is that it can easily undergo photo-corrosion via the oxidation of S2- (Equations 1-14 to 

1-16). Not only does this destroy the photocatalyst and lower overall activity, but this 

decomposition also introduces toxic dissolved Cd2+ into solution, which is extremely detrimental 

to health and quality of life. 

  𝐶𝑑𝑆 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝑒− + ℎ+ (1-14) 

 𝐶𝑑𝑆 + 2ℎ+ → 𝐶𝑑2+ + 𝑆(𝑠) (1-15) 

 𝐶𝑑𝑆 + 2𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑑2+ + 2𝑆𝑂4
2− (1-16) 

 

For this reason, unstable catalysts such as CdS require either a hole-scavenging species to reduce 

the rate of self-oxidation (such as a 𝑆2−/𝑆𝑂3
2− system),86 or another co-catalyst that can accept 

holes from CdS, thus preventing oxidation of S2-.87 

Absorption Spectrum 

The absorption requirements for a photocatalytic material appear obvious at first. The smaller 

the band gap the wider the range of light that can be absorbed. For example, the anatase phase 

of titanium dioxide (TiO2) has a band gap of 3.2 eV and can only absorb light within the 

ultraviolet (UV) range.2 As shown previously, CdS has a band gap of 2.39 eV, and can therefore 

absorb UV light as well as part of the visible-light spectrum.  
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However, it is important to understand the redox potentials and band gap positions in materials, 

as these potentials determine the movement of charge-carriers. For example, in the case of 

photocatalytic water splitting, the semiconductor must straddle both the H+/H2 reduction 

potential (0 eV vs. SHE) and the H2O/O2 oxidation potential (1.23 eV vs. SHE).88 Based on 

Figure 1-12 below, the band gaps of the semiconductors on the left are large (UV-active only) 

but are able to induce photocatalytic water splitting. The semiconductors in the middle are 

unstable because they are susceptible to redox reactions and decomposition. Lastly, the 

semiconductors on the right have unsuitable band edge positions. This means that the conduction 

band or valence band are too positive or negative to induce a reduction or oxidation reaction with 

water, respectively. 

 

Figure 1-12. Redox potentials of various materials in evaluating suitability for water 

splitting. Reprinted with permission from publisher.88  

 

Therefore, although smaller band gaps are desired for their absorption of higher wavelengths, 

one must guarantee that the band edge positions are suitable for the desired redox reaction. At 

the same time, if the desire redox reactions are known, then it is possible to find or tailor the best 

material with the most appropriate redox potentials to drive the reactions forward. 
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The absorption spectrum can therefore be increased by: (i) finding or synthesizing a material 

with a small band gap that perfectly straddles the desired redox reaction; (ii) doping a large band 

gap material to create intermediate states, effectively lowering the band gap; or, (iii) 

heterostructuring a large band gap material with a small band gap material to create a wider 

absorption spectrum. 

Electron Conductivity 

A material’s electrical conductivity is defined as its ability to allow the flow of electric current.89 

The higher the conductivity, the more easily electrons can move. Photocatalytic materials are by 

nature semiconductors and therefore have no energy levels near their Fermi levels. This means 

that photocatalysts intrinsically have low conductivities. However, it is possible to improve the 

conductivity of photocatalysts by creating a composite with a conductive material such as a 

carbonaceous material. The crystal structure of the catalyst can also be improved to reduce the 

amount of defects and increase grain boundary size that can act as traps for charge-carriers.90 

Surface Area 

The surface area of a photocatalyst is important because an increased amount of active surface 

sites allows for more active oxygen species and adsorbing target species for decomposition.91,92 

Because active sites are only found at the interface between the catalyst and the target medium, 

a high specific surface area (m2 g-1) is generally desired for all photocatalytic applications. 

Given the criteria mentioned above, different photocatalytic materials have been proposed and 

are currently being researched.93,94 Relevant classes of materials include metal oxides, metal 

sulfides, and nitrides. Metal oxides are represented mainly by TiO2,
2 24 ZnO,95,96 α-Fe2O3,

97,98 
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and WO3,
99,100 though other binary metal oxide photocatalysis exist.93 Ternary metal oxides such 

as SrTiO3
101,102 and BiVO4

103,104 have also been gaining attention as potential visible-light 

photocatalysts. Still, various other metal oxide combinations have been tested for their 

photocatalytic activity.105,106 Potential metal sulfide photocatalysts include CdS,107,108 ZnS,109,110 

and more recently MoS2 and WS2.
111 Lastly, nitrides such as graphitic-C3N4 have been gaining 

attention for its simple and inexpensive synthesis and visible light activity.112,113 For the sake of 

brevity, this thesis focuses mainly on photocatalytic TiO2 and its various forms. 

2.3.2 Particulate Systems 

Particulate systems are one of the simplest methods for evaluating the photocatalytic activity of 

a material.114,115 These systems benefit from maximizing the available surface sites on the 

catalyst, and particle suspensions remove mass transport issues associated with immobilized 

catalysts. Particulate systems may be in the form of batch or continuous flow reactors. An 

example of a batch reactor is proposed by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) for 

the production of hydrogen gas (Figure 1-13a).115 A popular configuration for continuous flow 

reactions with both particulate suspensions and immobilized catalysts are compound parabolic 

collecting reactors (Figure 1-13b). Particulate systems are normally associated with solution-

based photocatalysis, which involved waste water treatment, water electrolysis, and hydrocarbon 

cracking.  
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Figure 1-13. (a) Examples of a batch reactor proposed by the DOE for hydrogen production, 

and (b) continuous flow reactors, culminating in the well-known compound parabolic 

collecting reactor. 

 

 

In solution-based photocatalysis, many different target species are tested at the lab-scale 

including the degradation of pharmaceuticals and organic compounds, and the reduction of 

heavy metal ions.116-119 At the same time, model compounds are used to provide a standard by 

which different research groups can compare results. One such model compound is 

C16H18N3SCl, or methylene blue (MB), a textile dye that is considered toxic in high 

concentrations and a pollutant in textile effluents.120 MB is a heterocyclic aromatic compound 

that easily dissolves in H2O to form a positively charged molecule.121 The adsorption of MB on 

TiO2 and carbonaceous materials follows a monolayer Langmuir type isotherm.122,123 This means 

that MB will not form multiple layers on these surfaces, and that an equilibrium adsorption 

concentration of MB exists in solutions containing excess MB. Finally, as a dye the 

decolouration of MB provides a visual means of determining photocatalytic activity.  
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Figure 1-14. Chemical structure of methylene blue. 

 

2.3.3 Photocatalytic Fuel Cells 

Photocatalytic fuel cells are a type of photoelectrochemical cell that have been gaining popularity 

in recent years. Understandably, a photocatalytic fuel cell is the combination of fuel cell and 

photocatalyst technologies. 

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that use a fuel (chemical energy) to generated electrical 

power with virtually zero emissions when hydrogen is used as the fuel. Unlike a battery, fuel 

cells are energy conversion devices rather than energy storage devices and require a continuous 

source of fuel. In a conventional hydrogen fuel cell, hydrogen gas is fed to the anode and oxidized 

to protons (H+), releasing electrons. Electrons run through an external circuit, providing power, 

while protons transfer to the cathode through the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) and 

undergo reduction to form water as the reaction product. 
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Figure 1-15. Basic operating mechanism for a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell.124  

 

Like a fuel cell, photocatalytic fuel cells use fuel consumed at the anode in order to generate 

electrons and ions that are consumed at the cathode in an oxygen reduction reaction (Figure 

1-16). Like a photocatalyst, photocatalytic fuel cells rely on photocatalytic materials in the anode 

(or photoanode) to generate holes (h+) that can catalyze the fuel oxidation reaction. Because the 

anode is photoactive, the current collector for the anode is typically transparent, utilizing a 

transparent conducting oxide such as fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) on a glass substrate. 

Although the fundamental concepts behind this technology have been well-studied in literature 

in photoelectrochemical cells,6,19,125 photocatalytic fuel cells as the specific application of 

photoelectrochemical cells have only appeared more recently in the past five years.126-128 In a 

typical photocatalytic fuel cell, oxidation of the fuel via holes occurs at the photoanode under 

light irradiation, leaving behind electrons and forming protons as products. Protons diffuse 

across the electrolyte, while electrons travel through the external circuit creating a current. At 

the cathode, protons and electrons combine with oxygen to form water.  
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Figure 1-16. Example of a photocatalytic fuel cell using TiO2 photoanode, Pt cathode, and 

organic fuel.129 

 

Based on this technology, a variety of fuels can be used as long as they are readily oxidized by 

the photocatalyst on the photoanode. Many fuels have been tested, including many alcohols, 

ethylene glycol, glycerin, sugars, simple acids, phenols, pure waste water, and even Coca 

ColaTM.127,128 

Methanol oxidation is a relevant example for photocatalytic fuel cell devices. Methanol is a 

simple alcohol that is easily oxidized and is a popular model for organic oxidation. The redox 

potential of 𝐻𝐶𝐻𝑂/𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 is found to be lower than that of 𝑂2/𝐻2𝑂. Therefore, in this system 

methanol will act as the reducing agent, donating electrons to oxygen gas, which acts as the 

oxidizing agent.  
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 𝐻𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− ↔ 𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 𝐸0 =  +0.13 𝑉 𝑣𝑠. 𝑆𝐻𝐸 (1-17) 

 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− ↔ 2𝐻2𝑂 𝐸0 =  +1.23 𝑉 𝑣𝑠. 𝑆𝐻𝐸 (1-18) 

 

Using a photocatalyst in acid/neutral media, this reaction can be accomplished in a similar 

fashion. Under anaerobic conditions, it is also possible to accomplish hydrogen reduction at the 

cathode: 

 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 𝐸0 =  0 𝑉 𝑣𝑠. 𝑆𝐻𝐸 (1-19) 

 

The efficiency of a photocatalytic fuel cell can be calculated in a couple of ways. The efficiency 

of a photovoltaic device can be determined by the ratio of the output power and the input power. 

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a device is the ratio of the number of charge carriers 

produced by a cell to the number of photons incident on the cell, and is given by (Equation 1-

20):6 

 
𝜂 =

(𝐸 − 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝) × 𝐼

𝑃
 (1-20) 

 

Where E is the potential of the reaction, Vapp is the applied voltage (if applicable), I is the current, 

and P is the incident irradiance. Proper care must be taken with using this equation to calculate 

efficiency, as the nature of the reaction must be clear in order to provide a potential, and the 

current value corresponds to photocurrent only.  

The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers produced by 

the cell to the effective number of photons absorbed by the cell (Equation 1-21).6 IQE values are 
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more difficult to obtain because they require a proper calculation of the effective number of 

absorbed photons per unit of time, Neff. In this calculation, Nm corresponds to the number of 

molecules decomposed per unit of time, and n corresponds to the number of electrons involved 

in the decomposition. 

 
𝜂 =

𝑁𝑚 × 𝑛

𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓
 (1-21) 

 

2.3.4 Photocatalytic Fuel Cell Technologies for Waste water Treatment 

As mentioned previously, various fuels can be used in photocatalytic fuel cell as long as they are 

readily oxidized by the photoanode. This implies that organic compounds commonly found in 

waste water streams could also be used in a similar system to generate electricity. In fact, these 

systems are already being designed with limited success.130-132 

For example, Li et al., used textile waste water as a fuel source in a photocatalytic fuel cell to 

generate 0.0113 mW cm-2 under UV light at a removal rate of 8.4 mg L-1 h-1
 of oxidizable organic 

material.130 Zhang et al. used effluent from a waste water treatment plant to generate 0.018 mW 

cm-2 under visible light at a removal rate of 3.1 mg L-1 h-1.131 Wang et al. used municipal waste 

water to produce an impressive transient power density of ~ 3 mW cm-2 (Figure 1-17a).132 Using 

this waste water, H2 gas could also be produced at the cathode once all other more favourable 

fuel sources were consumed (i.e. Cu2+/Cu, O2/H2O). Unfortunately, this system suffers from 

instability due to the use of a dye sensitizer (N719) that leaches into water over time (Figure 

1-17b). The instability of such a dye can drastically decrease the overall performance of a 

photocatalytic fuel cell. 
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Figure 1-17. (a) IV and power curves of PFC using municipal waste water over a 70 min 

period.(b) Relative absorbance of dye molecule (at 510 nm) as a function of time and 

waste water replacement frequency.132 
 

 

There has yet to be a demonstration of a photocatalytic fuel cell that can treat waste water 

effluents of higher concentrations over extended periods of time. A possible reason for this is 

the general drop in coulombic efficiency with increasing organic waste concentration.133 

2.4 TiO2 in Li-Ion Batteries 

Like many other nanomaterials, TiO2 has been used in various applications apart from 

photocatalysis. With regard to Li-ion battery technologies, TiO2 has been successfully 

implemented as an anode material with high stability and power capabilities.134 Li-ion batteries 

are a type of electrochemical storage device that uses the movement of Li+ to store and discharge 

energy. The general operating mechanism of a Li-ion battery is shown in Figure 1-18. A typical 

battery consists of an anode (typically graphite), a cathode (typically a transition metal oxide like 

LiCoO2), and an ionically conductive electrolyte.135 During charging, Li+ delithiates from the 

cathode and moves to the anode. During discharge, the reverse reaction naturally takes place due 

to the difference in binding energy between the two electrodes. 
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Figure 1-18. General operating mechanism for Li-ion batteries.136 

 

TiO2 provides alternative electrochemical properties to conventional graphite anodes because 

they have a greater potential vs. Li/Li+
 (1.7 V vs. Li/Li+ versus 0.2V vs. Li/Li+ for graphite).137 

This property allows TiO2 to avoid parasitic reactions (such as SEI formation and Li plating) that 

take place at lower potentials and can cause safety issues for battery operation. In addition to this 

property, TiO2 also undergoes very little (~4%) volume change during lithiation, which greatly 

improves the stability of the material during operation. 

In order to be effective for Li-ion batteries, TiO2 materials should have appropriate 

electrochemical properties such as short ion diffusion paths and highly accessible surface area. 

Short ion diffusion paths ensure that complete lithiation of TiO2 can occur and the capacity of 

the electrode can be maximized. Highly accessible surface area ensures that the entirety of TiO2 

is accessible to electrolyte regardless of electrode thickness. This property requires electrode 
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materials to have regular porosity. Certain TiO2 materials, such as 3DOM morphologies 

discussed in Section 2.2.2, have the potential to be highly effective anode materials for Li-ion 

batteries because they satisfy these requirements. 3DOM structures have minimal wall thickness 

that allows for complete lithiation of the material, and its long-range ordered porosity allows for 

electrolyte to access the inner surfaces of the material regardless of electrode thickness. 

2.5 Summary 

This section has covered the fundamentals of semiconductor theory and the operating principles 

of photocatalysis. Background regarding TiO2 as a photocatalytic material was given in greater 

detail, highlighting its crystal structure, large redox potential, and stability. The synthesis of TiO2 

is explained, detailing the various possible TiO2 structures found in literature, including 

differences in morphology, doping, and heterostructuring. 3DOM structures and plasmonic co-

catalysts were highlighted as potential solutions for improving the photocatalytic activity of 

TiO2.  

Basic attributes of a good photocatalyst were also given: chemical stability, high absorbance, 

high conductivity, and high specific surface area. A brief overview of photocatalytic particulate 

systems was also discussed, as well as the use of methylene blue as a model for the 

photodegradation of organic compounds. Photocatalytic fuel cells were also described as an 

application of photocatalysis. Finally, the use of TiO2 materials in Li-ion batteries was discussed 

as an alternative application to photocatalysis.  
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3.0 Experimental Methods 

Materials can be characterized and evaluated using a wide variety of techniques and 

instrumentation. For the purpose of this thesis, only the most fundamental and relevant 

characterization techniques will be discussed. Characterization can be separated into three types: 

physical, electrochemical, and performance (Table 3-1). Performance characterization includes 

specific experiments used to evaluated performance in Chapters 4 to 6. Each technique in Table 

3-1 will be described in further detail below. 

Table 3-1. Characterization techniques used in this proposal. 

Evaluation Characteristic Type of Test 

Physical characterization 

 

Morphology 

Crystal phase 

Composition 

Optical band gap 

Surface area and porosity 

SEM, TEM 

TEM (SAED), XRD 

EDX, XPS, Raman 

DRS 

BET  

Electrochemical 

characterization 

Photocurrent Response 

Open Circuit Voltage 

Polarization Curve 

Impedance  

Potentiostat 

Experimental methods 

for catalyst testing  

Solution Photocatalysis 

Photocatalytic Fuel Cell Testing 

COD Testing 

Li-ion Battery Testing 

UV-Vis 
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3.1 Physical characterization 

3.1.1 Morphology  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is perhaps the most popular characterization technique for 

obtaining the topographical and morphological features of a material. This type of microscopy 

benefits from the use of electrons as opposed to conventional photons in optical microscopy 

which are limited to wavelengths within the visible-light spectrum. Based on the de Broglie 

relation (Equation (3-1), SEMs are typically able to resolve features down to 1 nm in size. If an 

even greater resolution is required, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used. TEMs 

employ even higher acceleration voltages, which produce electrons of even smaller wavelengths 

than SEMs. It should be noted that TEMs operate based on transmission, therefore samples must 

be thin enough for electrons to pass through. 

 
𝜆𝐷𝐵 =

ℎ

𝑝
=

ℎ

√2𝑚𝑒𝐸𝑏

 (3-1) 

In this work, SEM and TEM techniques were used to obtain the morphology and general 

structure of synthesized photocatalysts before performing further characterization. Morphology 

can also inform other properties of the material such as composition and electronic properties. 

3.1.2 Crystal phase 

TEMs can also be used to ascertain the crystal structure of a material using Selected Area 

Electron Diffraction (SAED). This is done by moving the focal plane of the electron beam from 

the imaging plane to a fluorescent screen. This generates a diffraction pattern which can provide 

information about the crystal structure and orientation of the sample.  
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X-ray Diffraction (XRD) also characterizes a material based on its diffraction pattern using the 

Bragg model (Equation (3-2). This model says that, given a crystal structure consisting of evenly-

spaced crystal sheets (of lattice spacing d), incident light that diffracts off of each of these sheets 

will interfere constructively when the angle θ between the plane and the incident light results in 

a path-length difference equal to an integer multiple (n) of the wavelength of light (λ).   

 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 (3-2) 

 

When the signal intensity of this constructive interference is plotted as a function of 2θ, an XRD 

spectrum can be obtained and compared against a database to determine its composition and 

crystal structure. 

In this work, XRD was used to determine the crystal structure and phase of all synthesized 

materials. 

3.1.3 Composition 

The elemental composition of materials can be ascertained through various characterization 

methods, including XRD, SEM and TEM. Particularly, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) analysis can be used in conjunction with SEM and TEM techniques to get more 

information regarding the elemental composition of materials. EDX analysis is done by hitting 

a sample with an excitation source such as an electron or X-ray beam. When this beam strikes 

an atom, it can excite an electron out of its ground state, leaving behind a vacancy. When an 

electron at a higher energy level relaxes to fill this vacancy, the atom emits an X-ray that 

corresponds to the difference in the two energy levels which is characteristic of the element itself. 
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This phenomenon allows EDX to analyze the elements within a material, and to an extent, the 

composition of elements within a material. In addition, because EDX is typically paired with 

SEM and TEM techniques, EDX analysis can be performed as a function of area and give spatial 

composition.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is another elemental analysis technique that is similar 

to EDX. XPS utilizes an X-ray beam to knock out core electrons of atoms, and then measure the 

binding energy of the released electrons based on its resulting kinetic energy.  

 Ebinding = 𝐸𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 − 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 (3-3) 

 

XPS provides much more detailed information about the surface of a material than EDX because 

XPS can provide additional information, including electronic states and chemical interactions. 

In this work, EDX was used to estimate the elemental composition of synthesized materials, and 

XPS was used to confirm the presence of Ag in Chapter 6. 

Raman spectroscopy is another characterization technique that can provide the crystal phase and 

composition of a material. Raman spectroscopy measures light irradiation that undergoes 

inelastic scattering when interacting with molecular bonds due to the change in polarizability of 

the molecule during vibration. Raman is specifically useful for analyzing polyaromatic 

hydrocarbons due to their characteristic peaks at 1360 cm-1 (D band) and 1560 cm-1 (G band). 

The G band is due to bond stretching of sp2 atoms in rings and chains, and the D band is due to 

the breathing modes of sp3
 and sp atoms in rings.138 Therefore, the ratio between the intensity of 

these two bands (ID/IG) is commonly used evaluate the defect quantity within graphitic materials. 
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In this work, Raman was used to evaluate the change in ID/IG ratio in the carbonaceous materials 

used in Chapter 4. 

3.1.4 Optical band gap 

The optical band gap of a material can be estimated using a technique called diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy (DRS). DRS is a specific type of UV-Vis spectroscopy that uses light irradiation 

to obtain not the change in transmittance of a sample but rather the change in reflectance.139 

Diffuse reflectance data can be manipulated into a Tauc plot using the Kubelka-Munk 

transformation, given by:140 

 [ℎ𝜈 ∙ 𝐹(𝑅∞)]1/𝑛 = 𝐴(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑔) (3-4) 

 

where h is the Planck constant, ν is the frequency of the light source, F(R∞) is a value 

proportional to the absorbance, A is a proportional constant, Eg is the band gap, and n signifies 

the nature of the electron transition. For anatase TiO2, n = 2, denoting an allowed indirect 

transition. Once [ℎ𝜈 ∙ 𝐹(𝑅∞)]1/2 is plotted against ℎ𝜈, the linear region of the resulting graph 

can be extrapolated to the x-axis to estimate the band gap (expressed in ℎ𝜈) of the material. 

In this work, DRS was used to determine the absorbance spectra and estimate the band gap of 

synthesized materials. 

3.1.5 Surface area and porosity 

BET is not so much a characterization technique as it is a theory used to analyze surface area 

and pore analysis data.141 BET theory builds upon the foundational Langmuir adsorption theory, 
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which provides a model for monolayer molecular adsorption, and extends this theory to 

multilayer adsorption using three assumptions: 

1. Gas molecules can adsorb on a solid surface in an infinite number of layers; 

2. Individual adsorption layers do not interact with one another; and 

3. Langmuir theory can be applied to each individual adsorption layer. 

These three assumptions form the basis of BET theory. Surface area measurements are 

performed by adsorbing N2 gas onto a material surface and measuring the volume of gas lost and 

gained during adsorption and desorption at different N2 partial pressures. Using BET analysis, 

the total specific surface can be derived based on the monolayer volume of adsorbed gas, the 

cross-sectional area of the adsorbate species, and the mass of the sample used for 

characterization. 

In this work, BET analysis was used to determine the surface area of synthesized materials. 

3.2 Electrochemical Characterization 

3.2.1 Photocurrent Response 

The photocurrent response of a photocatalyst is determined by measuring the current flow of a 

photo-electrode with and without light irradiation. Photocurrent response can be used to 

determine the amount of current that can be produced using a photo-electrode of a specific area 

and mass loading, and under a specific irradiance. This value is also useful for calculating the 

amount of fuel being consumed in the photocatalytic fuel cell. Lastly, the behaviour of the 

photocurrent response can be used to reveal whether the observed current is anode, cathodic, or 
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mixed. (Current direction is informed by the extrinsic character of the semiconductor, i.e. n-type 

or p-type.) 

3.2.2 Polarization (I-V) Curve 

Much like polarization curves are produced for fuel cell and photovoltaic characterization, 

similar I-V curves can be produced for photocatalytic fuel cells. These curves give information 

regarding the short-circuit current and open circuit voltage, as well as the relationship between 

operating current and voltage. I-V curves can give information about the maximum operating 

power density of a cell, the efficiency of the cell, and the nature of the inefficiencies in a cell.  

3.2.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), sometimes called dielectric spectroscopy, is a 

measure of a material’s dielectric properties as a function of frequency. This technique is 

performed by applying an alternating voltage to an electrode interface and measuring the 

response for a range of frequencies.142 When displayed as a Nyquist plot, plotting imaginary 

impedance Z[Im](Ω) vs. real impedance Z[Re](Ω), EIS data can reveal information about the 

impedance and electrochemical behaviour of materials. 

In order to extract more quantitative results from EIS data, software was used to model the 

experimental data against equivalent circuits in order to estimate impedance values. This data 

was used to confirm the differences in impedance and diffusion resistance between all 

photocatalytic materials. In typical experiments, samples are scanned from 0.5 MHz to 10 mHz 

at an alternating signal of 5 mV. 
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3.3 Experimental Methods for Catalyst Testing 

3.3.1 Solution Photocatalysis  

The solution-based photocatalytic decomposition of an optically active material can easily be 

measured using UV-Vis spectroscopy. UV-Vis spectroscopy is a type of absorption spectroscopy 

that uses electron transitions within transition metal ions, conjugated organic molecules, and 

biological macromolecules to characterize their nature and abundance.143 

Using Beer-Lambert’s law (Equation (3-5), a material’s absorbance can be related to its 

concentration in a solution given a constant path length, L, and molar extinction coefficient, ε.  

 𝐴 = 𝜖𝑐𝐿 (3-5) 

 

This property is extremely useful for measuring how the concentration of a compound in solution 

may vary with time. Concentration values from UV-Vis can then be used to calculate the reaction 

rate of the chemical reaction. Based on a general reaction, A + B → C + D, a general formula 

can be given (Equation (3-6): 

 𝑟 = 𝑘[𝐴]𝑛[𝐵]𝑚 (3-6) 

 

where r is the reaction rate, k is the rate constant, [A] and [B] are the concentration of reactants, 

and n and m are the order of reactions for reactants A and B. For the simple photodegradation of 

a single compound, only the target compound and the catalyst are taken into account. However, 

because the concentration of the catalyst should not change during the reaction, the reaction can 
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be considered a (pseudo) first-order reaction that depends only on the concentration of the target 

compound (Equation (3-7). From this equation, the rate constant of the reaction can be found as 

a measure of the activity of a photocatalyst (Equation (3-8): 

 
𝑟 =

−𝑑[𝐴]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘[𝐴] (3-7) 

 
− ln

[𝐴]

[𝐴]0
= 𝑘𝑡 (3-8) 

 

where –ln[A]/[A]0 is plotted as a function of t and k is the slope of the curve. In photocatalytic 

degradation, UV-Vis spectroscopy was used to determine the rate of decomposition (or decrease 

in concentration) of a target species during light irradiation. 

3.3.2 Photocatalytic Fuel Cell Testing 

In a typical photocatalytic fuel cell experiment, the photocatalyst is deposited onto a transparent 

and conducting current collector such as indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) on either quartz glass or 

thin-film polyethylene terephthalate (PET). The electrode is then used as a photoanode in a two-

electrode system consisting of a Pt-based counter electrode and waste fuel as the electrolyte. In 

a batch system, electrolyte is added directly into the system as a one-compartment 

photoelectrochemical cell. In a continuous flow system, electrolyte is pumped into the one-

compartment cell via a peristaltic pump. The basic configuration for such a cell is shown in 

Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1. Configuration for a simple one-compartment flow-photocatalytic fuel cell.  

 

Photoelectrochemical testing was performed using two light sources under continuous 

irradiation: 1) a single-wavelength 1 W 365 nm LED, and 2) a solar simulator (AM 1.5G, 100 

mW cm-2). The irradiance of the UV LED was estimated and controlled based on the emission 

pattern of the LED and its distance from the photocatalyst surface.  

The photoelectrochemical properties of the fabricated cell could be determined by obtaining 

information such as photocurrent response, polarization curves, and EIS spectra under different 

conditions. Photocatalytic fuel testing was used evaluate the performance of photocatalytic 

materials and devices in Chapters 5 and 6. 

3.3.3 COD Testing 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a measure of oxygen in a solution that can be consumed in 

a reaction, typically given in mg O2 L
-1. Measuring COD is a means of determining the amount 

of organics in solution, and is a popular method for determining the amount of oxidizable 

pollutants in waste water. The first step in obtaining COD is forcing complete oxidation of 
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organic compounds using a strong oxidizing agent in acidic condition through digestion at high 

temperatures. The total amount of reduced oxidizing agent is then measured using a 

photospectrometer. This value corresponds to the amount of O2 consumed by the organic matter.  

This work employs Hach Method 8000 for determining the COD of waste water solutions. This 

method uses a reagent consisting of potassium dichromate in sulfuric acid solution. The COD 

reagent is added to the waste water sample and digested at 150°C for 2 h in order to fully oxidize 

the sample. During this process, the chromate ion (𝐶𝑟2𝑂7
2−) is reduced to a chromium ion (𝐶𝑟3+) 

which has a characteristic absorbance peak at 620 nm.  

This method was used to measure the change in COD of brewery effluent in Chapter 6. 

3.3.4 Li-ion Battery Testing 

In a typical Li-ion battery experiment, the synthesized material is used as the anode active 

material in a half cell using a CR2032-type coin cell. In this cell, Li metal was used as the counter 

electrode, Celgard 2500 as the separator, and 7:3 (v/v) ethylene carbonate and dimethyl 

carbonate electrolyte solution containing 1 M LiPF6 as the electrolyte. Typically, binder and 

conductive additive is mixed with active material to improve adhesion and conductivity. In this 

work, no binder, additive, or current collector was required, as the synthesized material on carbon 

cloth acted as a free-standing electrode with a built-in current collector. Coin cells were 

assembled in an Ar-filled glove box with O2 and H2O concentrations maintained below 0.5 ppm 

to prevent oxidation of battery components. The assembly of the CR2032 coin half-cell is 

illustrated in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. Assembly of a sample CR2030 half-cell using a carbon cloth electrode.  

 

Batteries were tested by continuously charging and discharging in order to simulate regular use 

and evaluate electrochemical performance. This was accomplished by performing two major 

tests: 1) applying an increasingly larger charging/discharging currents to evaluate the power 

capabilities of the battery; and, 2) applying a constant charging/discharging current over many 

cycles to evaluate the cycling stability of the battery. 

In this work, battery testing was used to evaluate the performance of TiO2/carbon cloth 

electrodes fabricated in Chapter 4. 
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4.0 Flexible, Three-Dimensional Ordered Macroporous TiO2 Electrode with 

Enhanced Electrode-Electrolyte Interaction in High-Power Li-Ion Batteries 

 

Chapter 4 is based on published work by Lui et al. in the scientific journal Nano Energy.  

Lui, G.; Jiang, G.; Lenos, J.; Lin, E.; Fowler, M.; Yu, A.; Chen, Z., Advanced Biowaste‐Based 

Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cell as a Green Wearable Power Generator. Advanced Materials 

Technologies 2017, 2 (3). 

See Statement of Contributions for a detailed summary of contributions from each co-author. 

 

The original intent of this work was to synthesize three-dimensional, ordered, macroporous 

(3DOM) TiO2 for the application of photocatalysis in photoelectrochemical cells. This was to be 

accomplished by confirming the improved photocatalytic activity of 3DOM TiO2 over P25 in 

the photo-degradation of methylene blue in solution under UV light and visible light, and then 

implement the material into a photoelectrochemical cell via the deposition of 3DOM on 

ITO/glass. 

This project encountered several issues, including two major roadblocks: 1) the inability to 

produce superior photocatalytic activity of as-synthesized 3DOM TiO2 over that of commercial 

P25; and more importantly, 2) the inability to fabricate both polystyrene (PS) and 3DOM-type 

films on indium-doped tin oxide (ITO)/glass substrates. Figure 4-1 compares the reaction rates 

of commercial P25 and 3DOM TiO2 in the photodegradation of methylene blue. In these 
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experiments, 5 mg photocatalyst was dispersed in a 40 mL of 10 mg L-1 methylene blue solution 

and irradiated with a Xe light source. The calculated reaction rate constants of these type 

materials were found to be 0.0557 ± 0.004 min-1 and 0.0595 ± 0.015 min-1. The improvement in 

photocatalytic activity of 3DOM TiO2 was found to be insufficient to warrant additional work 

after accounting for changes in synthesis parameters including heating temperature and program, 

solvent, and sol-gel composition. 

 

Figure 4-1. Reaction rate comparison between commercial P25 and optimized 3DOM TiO2. 

 

In addition to the issue of photocatalytic activity, an even more significant issue of applying 

3DOM films onto ITO/glass substrates was found. Attempts at replicating various 

procedures54,144-146 found in literature proved ineffective for: 1) establishing stable PS films on 

ITO/glass; and/or 2) establishing stable 3DOM TiO2 films for photocatalysis. The films were 

found to easily crack during synthesis and prove unstable during testing. 

Based on these results, it was necessary to transfer the application of 3DOM TiO2 to a different 

electrochemical system. Based on the absence of free-standing 3DOM materials in Li-ion battery 
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literature, it was possible to utilize 3DOM TiO2 as an active material and still draw upon the 

desired properties of the 3DOM structure such as its long-range order and porosity. 

In this chapter, a simple methodology is developed for the in-situ preparation of flexible, 3DOM 

TiO₂ electrodes with greatly enhanced mass transfer. The 3DOM electrode is fabricated using a 

polystyrene colloidal crystal templated carbon cloth, and provides significant improvements over 

conventional nanoparticle electrodes without the use of binder or other additive. When evaluated 

as an anode in a Li-ion battery, the 3DOM electrode provides outstanding high rate performance. 

The electrode provides a specific capacity of 174 mAh g-1 at a current density of 2 A g-1, which 

is 2.6 times greater than that achieved with a nanoparticle electrode (68 mAh g-1). The 3DOM 

electrode also achieves excellent cycling stability, with a capacity retention of 94.8% (181 mAh 

g-1) over 1000 cycles at 10C (1.7 A g-1) compared to 93.7% (67 mAh g-1) for the nanoparticle 

electrode. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of publication the performance of our 3DOM 

electrode is among the highest of binder-free, flexible TiO₂ electrodes. We believe that this 

methodology is highly useful and is easily transferable to other materials and applications. 

4.1 Introduction 

Presently, there remains a strong desire to produce flexible energy storage devices that can 

provide sufficient energy in high-power applications for wearable technologies, automotive 

vehicles, medical devices, and various flexible consumer products.147-151 Li-ion batteries (LIBs) 

are often used for these types of applications because their high energy density.152,153 However, 

their poor charge/discharge rates, specifically when compared to other devices such as 

supercapacitors, prevents them from providing energy in high-power applications.47,154 It is 

therefore highly desirable to design a flexible energy storage device that can achieve both high 
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energy densities and high power densities.  Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is an anode material in LIBs 

that shows promise in high-power applications due to its highly reversible lithiation process, lack 

of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) formation, and relatively small volume expansion.155,156 TiO2 

is also a highly abundant material, relatively non-toxic, and chemically stable.  

Nanoparticle electrodes have been used to address the issue of low power densities in LIBs, 

which is partially caused by the low solid-state diffusion of Li-ions within the electrode 

material.157-159 However, achieving high-power LIB performance is still a challenge due to 

nanoparticle aggregation and low mass transfer within the electrode.155 In a nanoparticle 

electrode (Figure 4-2a), the dense packing of particles reduces overall surface area and surface 

area contact with the electrolyte. Any uneven distribution of particles and particle sizes will also 

reduce the uniformity of contact with the electrolyte. Particle sizes must be sufficiently small 

without aggregation in order to reduce the Li diffusion path and ensure that complete lithiation 

is kinetically possible. In sufficiently thick electrodes, it is possible that deeper layers of active 

material will be completely inaccessible for lithiation (highlighted in orange). Electrons in these 

traditional electrodes are required to overcome interfacial resistance between particles in order 

to reach the current collector. These interfacial boundaries are marked in the figure by a yellow 

‘x’. Lastly, nanoparticle electrodes require binding agents and other additives in order to be 

practical, which can further impede lithiation kinetics and complicate electrode design.  

For these reasons, it is necessary to design more functional electrodes that can improve mass 

transfer and electrode-electrolyte interaction in a battery. An ideal, high-power electrode should 

have an interconnected structure which allows for efficient mass transfer, electron transfer, and 

contact between the electrode and electrolyte.147,160-162 Therefore, we have synthesized a flexible, 
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binder-free, three-dimensional ordered macroporous (3DOM) TiO2 electrode which can provide 

these characteristics (Figure 4-2b). This type of electrode can provide a six-fold advantage 

compared to nanoparticle electrodes: First, in a 3DOM electrode the ordered porosity of the 

electrode ensures an even distribution and high surface area contact between the electrode and 

the electrolyte. This in turn improves mass transfer of ions to the electrode surface and promotes 

complete lithiation.161,163 Second, smaller crystallite sizes are easily achieved as they are defined 

by the colloidal crystal template, and thin pore walls allow for short diffusion paths and complete 

lithiation at nearly all surface sites.62 Third, 3DOM structures can allow electron conductivity 

through its interconnected structure, overcoming interfacial resistances associated with 

nanoparticle electrodes.164,165 Fourth, carbon-coated 3DOM structures (Figure 4-2c) can be 

accomplished in-situ, and can further improve performance by providing alternative, more 

conductive pathways for electrons. Carbon coating can stabilize the active material during 

charging and discharging, increasing the cycling stability of the electrode.166,167 Fifth, the 3DOM 

electrode can be easily fabricated using flexible current collectors such as carbon cloth in order 

to form a flexible electrode. Lastly, the 3DOM electrode can be fabricated without the use of 

binder or other additive. 
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Figure 4-2. Diagram comparing lithiation pathways for (a) nanoparticle and (b) 3DOM 

electrodes.Active material (TiO2) is blue, potential inaccessible lithiation sites are 

highlighted in orange, and carbon coating is brown. Interfacial boundaries in the nanoparticle 

film are marked with a yellow ‘x’. 

 

This flexible, binder-free 3DOM TiO2 electrode is achieved by depositing a polystyrene (PS) 

colloidal crystal template on bare carbon cloth. The PS beads are synthesized using emulsion 

polymerization and the template is deposited on carbon cloth using a simple dip-coating 

technique. The templated carbon cloth is then infiltrated with a TiO2 sol gel solution and heat-

treated to crystallize TiO2 and remove the template. When calcined in air, the resulting TiO2 on 

carbon cloth has a pseudo-3DOM structure. When heat-treated in Ar, the resulting TiO2 on 

carbon cloth has a 3DOM structure covered in carbonized polystyrene. 
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4.2 Experimental Methods 

4.2.1 Materials 

Styrene, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), potassium persulfate, ethanol, hydrochloric acid, titanium 

dioxide and titanium butoxide, and polyvinylidene difluoride were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. Carbon black (Super P) was purchased from MTI. Carbon cloth was purchased from 

Fuel Cell Earth. All chemicals and materials were used as received. 

4.2.2 3DOM TiO2 Electrode 

Monodisperse polystyrene (PS) beads were synthesized using an emulsion polymerization 

reaction. First, distilled de-ionized (DDI) water was boiled for several minutes to remove O2. 

This water was used for the remainder of the synthesis procedure. 2.5 g polyvinylpyrrolidone 

surfactant was dissolved in 200 mL DDI water and placed in a three-neck flask. 0.2 g potassium 

persulfate was dissolved in 40 mL DDI water and placed in a separatory funnel. The PVP 

solution was brought to 70°C using an oil bath under stirring. N2 gas was used to maintain an 

inert environment. After 10 minutes, 24 mL styrene monomer was added to the PVP solution 

and resulting mixture was stirred for 15 minutes. Lastly, the potassium persulfate solution was 

added to the monomer solution drop-wise (~1 drop s-1) using the separatory funnel. This solution 

was stirred for 24 h to form the final colloidal PS solution which appears milky white. The 

concentration of the as-prepared PS solution was adjusted to 30 mg mL-1 for further use. 

Carbon cloth was punched into 12 mm diameter electrodes and cleaned by sonicating in acetone, 

ethanol, and isopropanol for 20 minutes each. The carbon cloth electrodes were then dipped in 

the PS solution and dried at room temperature for several hours to form a PS colloidal crystal 
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template on the surface of the carbon cloth. This process was repeated until a certain mass 

loading of PS was achieved. This material was denoted as PS-CC. 

3DOM TiO2 on carbon cloth (3T-CC) was obtained by immersing the PS-CC template in a sol-

gel solution consisting of 10 mL ethanol, 0.675 mL hydrochloric acid, and 1.415 mL titanium 

butoxide. The infiltrated electrode was then calcined at 300°C for 2 h and then 450°C for 2 h in 

air using a ramp rate of 1°C min-1 in order to burn off the PS template and form anatase TiO2. 

3DOM TiO2-carbon on carbon cloth (3T-C-CC) was obtained by heat-treating the electrode 

using the same heating program as for 3T-CC but in Ar to carbonize the PS template. 

For comparison, a TiO2 nanoparticle electrode was synthesized using 25 nm anatase TiO2 

particles. The TiO2 particles were mixed with carbon black, polyvinylidene difluoride in a ratio 

of 80:10:10. The slurry was then cast onto a 12 mm diameter carbon cloth electrode and dried at 

100°C in a vacuum oven. 

The flow-chart corresponding to this procedure can be seen in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3. Flow-chart outlining the fabrication of 3T-CC, 3T-C-CC, and TiO2 NP-CC. 

 

4.2.3 Characterization 

The morphology and microstructure of the synthesized materials were obtained using field-

emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Zeiss ULTRA Plus), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2010F), X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Miniflex600), and Raman 

spectroscopy (Bruker SENTERRA). 

Electrochemical performance of the electrodes in Li-ion batteries was determined by fabricating 

a CR2032 coin-type half-cell. A coin cell was fabricated using Li metal as the counter electrode, 
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a Celgard 2500 separator, and a 7:3 (v/v) ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate electrolyte 

solution containing 1 M LiPF6. No binder or additive was required for the electrode, and the 

carbon cloth was used as the current collector. Coin cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove 

box with O2 and H2O concentrations maintained below 0.5 ppm. Charge-discharge 

measurements were conducted using a NEWARE BTS-5V10mA battery testing station.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

As shown schematically in Figure 4-4, after dipping the carbon cloth in the PS solution, the PS 

beads can self-assemble into a colloidal crystal template along the surface of the carbon cloth 

fibers (PS-CC).  The loading and number of layers of template can be controlled by the number 

of dip cycles.  After infiltrating the PS template with the TiO2 sol-gel solution and calcining in 

air, a rough 3DOM TiO2 film is formed on the carbon cloth fiber (3T-CC).  When the templated 

carbon cloth is heat-treated in Ar, a pristine 3DOM TiO2 structure covered in carbonized 

polystyrene is formed on the carbon cloth fibers.  This carbonization provides an in-situ, 

conductive coating for TiO2.  
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Figure 4-4. Schematic drawing of 3T-C-CC synthesis.(left to right) a carbon cloth dipped in 

PS solution, forming a PS CCT on the surface (PS-CC); 3DOM TiO2 formed on carbon cloth 

after immersion in TiO2 precursor calcination in air (3T-CC); and carbon-coated 3DOM 

TiO2 formed on carbon cloth after immersion in TiO2 precursor calcination in Ar (3T-C-CC). 

 

The morphologies of the PS-CC, 3T-CC, and 3T-C-CC electrodes were characterized by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  After the dipping cycles, a continuous layer of PS 

successfully and uniformly grows on the surface of the carbon fiber with a typical FCC structure 

(Figure 4-5a and 4-5d).  The PS spheres are monodisperse and approximately 200 nm in 

diameter. After calcination in air, the 3T-CC electrode can be obtained with thin pore walls and 

an average pore size of 180 nm which is consistent with the size of PS template (Figure 4-5b 

and 4-5e) after a slight reduction in size during heat treatment.168  A small portion of broken 

3DOM TiO2 can be observed, which may be attributed to the instability of the colloidal crystal 
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template during heat treatment as well as small imperfections within the template prior to 

infiltration.  By comparison, the 3T-C-CC electrode obtained after heat treatment in Ar is 

uniformly coated on the carbon fibers (Figure 4-5c). The increased wall thickness and decreased 

pore size (~160 nm) can be found, suggesting successful carbon coating originating from the 

decomposition and carbonization of the PS (Figure 4-5f).   

 

Figure 4-5. Low-magnification SEM images of (b) PS-CC, (c) 3T-C, and (d) 3T-C-CC, and 

high-magnification SEM images of (e) PS-CC, (f) 3T-C, (g) and 3T-C-CC. 

 

Lastly, Figure 4-6 shows the stability and flexibility of the as-prepared 3T-C-CC electrode. The 

carbon cloth maintains its porosity after the deposition of 3DOM TiO2, allowing light to pass 

through. The electrodes also retain their form under various forms of mechanical stress, such as 

bending and twisting, due to the flexibility of the carbon cloth and the strong adhesion of the 
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3DOM structure to the surface of the carbon cloth. Further testing showed that the electrodes 

maintained virtually all mass after being subject to severe bending (r = 2 mm) for 500 cycles 

(Figure A-1). The strong mechanical stability of the electrode suggests that it can be used in 

flexible electronic applications. 

 

Figure 4-6. Optical images showing (from left to right) light transmission, bending, and 

twisting of the as-prepared electrode. 

 

Figure 4-7a and 4-7b show TEM images of the 3T-C structure. The pore size of the 3DOM 

material is consistent with that found in the SEM images, and the selected area diffraction (SAD) 

pattern suggests that the material is polycrystalline. The HRTEM image in Figure 4-7b clearly 

shows the amorphous structure of carbon. The image also reveals that the TiO2 making up the 

pore walls of the 3DOM material consists of nanocrystalline anatase (d101 = 0.35 nm) in an 

amorphous matrix. These anatase crystallites can be seen to be smaller than 5 nm.  
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Figure 4-7. (a) TEM image of carbon-coated 3DOM structure (inset: corresponding SAED 

pattern); (b) HRTEM image of pore wall demonstrating the existence of nanocrystalline 

anatase in the pore wall of the 3DOM structure. 

 

The presence and distribution of elements in 3T-C were first explored using SEM energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping (Figure 4-8). The sample was prepared on Al 

foil in order to remove any carbon contamination from carbon tape. The EDX maps confirmed 

that C, Ti, and O are present within the 3DOM structure. However, it was difficult to determine 

how carbon interacted with 3DOM TiO2 and whether TiO2 was being coated with carbon or 

mixed with carbon in the composite.  
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Figure 4-8. SEM EDX map of (a) carbon-coated 3DOM TiO2 material, and (b) carbon-

coated 3DOM TiO2 on Al foil substrate.The mapping images show results for C, Al, Ti, and 

O. The lack of C from the Al foil substrate implies that all carbon in fact originates from the 

3DOM material. 

 

An EDX line map was also taken across the pore walls of the 3DOM material in order to further 

explore the composition of the 3DOM pore walls (Figure 4-7c). The line map clearly shows that 

while Ti and O make up the pore walls, C also be found in the pore walls following a similar 

distribution. This carbon layer can be attributed to the carbonization of polystyrene during the 

heat treatment process in Ar.  Since TiO2 is not oxidized directly in air before the carbonization 

step, carbonized polystyrene has the opportunity to infiltrate the TiO2 precursor and limit 

crystallite growth. In fact, based on the estimated crystallite size from HRTEM (5 nm), heat 

treating the material in air to form pure 3DOM TiO2 gives a higher average crystallite size of 7.6 

nm (Figure 4-10). 
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Figure 4-9. EDX map and line scan of pore walls showing distribution of C, Ti, and O. Scale 

bar = 100 nm. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-10. XRD spectra of 3DOM TiO2 showing the characteristic peaks of anatase 

TiO2.Using the Scherrer equation, the estimate crystallite size of this material is 7.6 nm. 
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XRD was conducted using Cu Kα radiation (1.54 Å) and is shown in Figure 4-11a below. Both 

3T-CC and 3T-C-CC electrodes show similar spectra corresponding to anatase TiO2 (JCPDS 

No. 21-1272) with characteristic peaks at 2θ = 25.6°, 38.1°, 48.3°, 54.1°, 55.0°, and 62.8°.169 

The weak intensity of the anatase peaks is due to the relatively low loading of TiO2 compared to 

the carbon cloth. The broad peak centered at approximately 43.7° is due to the presence of carbon 

cloth while the other characteristic carbon peak at 26.2° is merged with the anatase peak at 

25.6°.170 As previously stated, the crystallite size of 3DOM TiO2 was obtained by synthesizing 

the structure without carbon cloth. Using the Scherrer equation, the approximate crystallite size 

of the 3DOM TiO2 is 7.6 nm based on the characteristic (101) peak (Figure 4-10). This is slightly 

larger than the crystallite size estimated for the carbon-coated 3DOM TiO2. It has been shown 

that crystallite size and particle size match closely at particle sizes lower than 40 nm.171 It has 

also been shown that complete lithiation is theoretically possible in crystallites at or below 7 nm. 

Therefore, the small particle size in the 3DOM TiO2, along with its highly accessible surfaces 

can allow for good ion diffusion and lithiation within the macro-structure.  

 

Figure 4-11. (a) XRD and (b) Raman spectra of 3T-CC, 3T-C-CC, and plain carbon cloth. 
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Raman spectroscopy was also used to characterize the graphitic nature of the carbon found in 

each electrode (Figure 4-11a). The spectrum for 3T-CC corresponds to the carbon cloth itself, 

and finds agreement in literature.172 In this spectrum, the characteristic D band (1344 cm-1) and 

G band (1590 cm-1) can be seen, along with a small 2D peak at approximately 2679 cm-1.173 The 

spectrum for 3T-C-CC shows a distinct change in the relative intensities of the D and G bands, 

as well as a broadening of the 2D band. The difference in the Raman spectra has two main 

consequences. First, the change of D and G band peaks implies that the graphitic nature of the 

carbon in the electrode has changed due to the addition of carbonized polystyrene. Second, the 

decrease in the ratio of the D band to the G band (ID/IG) implies that the overall degree of disorder 

in the graphitic structure has decreased with the addition of carbonized polystyrene. 

The true mass of the TiO2 active material on the carbon cloth substrate was determined using 

TGA. A sample TGA results show that the mass of the 3T-CC electrode remains constant until 

approximately 600°C where the carbon cloth begins to burn away (Figure A-2). The TGA curve 

for 3T-C-CC shows an additional mass change region from 350°C to 475°C corresponding to 

the removal of amorphous carbon from the electrode. In the 3T-C-CC electrode, the amorphous 

carbon accounts for approximately 3.7% of the total electrode mass. The mass loadings of active 

material in the 3T-CC and 3T-C-CC electrodes are 6.8% and 6.0%, respectively. This is 

understandable, as the addition of amorphous carbon in 3T-C-CC will reduce the percent 

contribution of TiO2. 

The electrochemical behavior of the flexible electrodes was first investigated by cyclic 

voltammetry using CR2032 coin-type half-cells with Li foil as the counter electrode. Figure 

4-12a shows the representative cyclic voltammetry (CV) curve of 3T-CC and 3T-C-CC flexible 
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electrodes cycled between 3.0 and 1.0 V vs. Li/Li+ at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The redox peaks 

at 2.11 V and 1.69 V correspond to the characteristic lithium insertion and extraction of anatase 

TiO2.  Two addition redox pairs at 1.55 V/1.48 V and 1.66 V/1.54V have been reported to 

correspond to trace amounts of TiO2-B.174 However, because no main peaks corresponding to 

TiO2-B
175 could be found in the XRD spectra, it is more likely that the peaks correspond to the 

S-peaks (surface peaks) which indicate the presence of amorphous titania in an organized 

crystalline composite.168,176 Due to the surface nature of S-peak, they tend to have small voltage 

separation between redox couples. This interpretation is more consistent with the above HRTEM 

results.  

 

Figure 4-12. (a) Representative CV curve of 3DOM TiO2 material vs. Li/Li+; (b) initial 

charge-discharge curves for 3T-C-CC and 3T-CC electrodes. 

 

The charge/discharge curves for both 3T-CC and 3T-C-CC at 50 mAh g-1 are shown in Figure 

4-12b, and show agreement with the obtained CV curve. The plateaus at approximately 1.75 V 

and 1.90 V correspond to bulk lithiation and de-lithiation processes in TiO2. It can been seen that 

the majority of the capacity in both electrodes is dominated by a sloped region which is attributed 
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to a surface-controlled lithium storage process.177,178 This understandably corresponds to the 

highly porous structure of the 3DOM electrode with a highly accessible surface area.  

In order to determine the rate performance of the 3T-CC and 3T-C-CC electrodes, each electrode 

was fabricated into a half-cell and cycled at various charge/discharge rates (Figure 4-13). For 

comparison, a carbon cloth electrode containing 25 nm anatase particles was fabricated and 

cycled under the same conditions. Starting at 50 mAh g-1, each electrode is cycled at increasing 

current densities in order to determine their rate capability. It can be seen that at 50 mA g-1, both 

3DOM electrodes have a fairly high initial capacity (401 mAh g-1 for 3T-C-CC and 312 mAh g-

1 for 3T-CC) while the TiO2 NP electrode has a capacity of 213 mAh g-1. When the current is 

increased to 2 A g-1, the 3T-CC, 3T-C-CC, and TiO2 NP electrodes has a stable specific capacities 

of 115 mAh g-1, 174 mAh g-1, and 68 mAh g-1, respectively. The capacity of the 3T-C-CC 

electrode finally falls to 69 mAh g-1 at a current density of 12.5 A g-1, or ~73.5C (using Canatase 

= 170 mAh g-1).  

 

Figure 4-13. Rate performance of 3T-C-CC, 3T-CC, and TiO2 NP-CC electrodes. 
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The cycling stability of the three electrodes was determined by cycling the electrode at 10C (1.7 

A g-1) for 1000 cycles (Figure 4-14). Based on the discharge capacity of the first and last cycles, 

the half-cell fabricated using the 3T-C-CC electrode has a capacity retention of 94.8% over 1000 

cycles with a final capacity of 181 mAh g-1. Over the same number of cycles, the 3T-CC and 

TiO2 NP electrodes have a capacity retentions of 79.6% (111 mAh g-1) and 93.7% (67 mAh g-1), 

respectively. The large difference in stability between 3T-CC and TiO2 NP-CC is likely due to 

additives (binder, conductive agent) mixed with the TiO2 NPs in order to improve its 

conductivity and stability during cycling. From the cycling results, it is clear that the 3T-C-CC 

electrode provides the highest cycling stability and highest capacity at 10C. To the best of our 

knowledge, this half-cell performance is among the highest found in literature for a flexible, 

binder-free TiO2-based electrode.179-182 

 

Figure 4-14. Long term cycling of 3T-C-CC, 3T-CC, and TiO2 NP-CC electrodes at 1.7 A g-

1 (10C) for 1000 cycles. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

In summary, a facile method for synthesizing a flexible, binder-free 3DOM TiO2 electrode has 

been shown for the first time. This configuration can act as a flexible, binder-free anode in Li-

ion batteries with strong high-power performance. By heat treating the electrode in Ar, the 

polystyrene template can be used as a source for carbon coating. The resulting carbon-coated 

3DOM TiO2 electrode has superior high-rate performance, with a capacity of 174 mAh g-1 at a 

current density of 2 A g-1. The electrode also shows highly stable performance (181 mAh g-1) 

with a capacity retention of 94.8% over 1000 cycles at 10C (1.7 A g-1). This performance is due 

to the ordered porous structure and thin pore walls of 3DOM TiO2, which allow for high surface 

area contact with the electrolyte, and fast lithiation kinetics. This facile method can be easily 

expanded to other materials and substrates, and can have a vast range of applications in 

technologies such as supercapacitors, fuel cells, solar cells, and sensors.  
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5.0 Advanced Biowaste-Based Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cell as a Green 

Wearable Power Generator 

 

Chapter 5 is based on published work by Lui et al. in the scientific journal Advanced Materials 

Technologies. 

Lui, G.; Jiang, G.; Lenos, J.; Lin, E.; Fowler, M.; Yu, A.; Chen, Z., Advanced Biowaste‐Based 

Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cell as a Green Wearable Power Generator. Advanced Materials 

Technologies 2017, 2 (3). 

See Statement of Contributions for a detailed summary of contributions from each co-author. 

 

In this chapter, a wearable power generator is designed from a flexible, photocatalytic fuel cell 

using various biowaste sources (lactic acid, ethanol, methanol, urea, glycerol, and glucose) as 

fuel. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell uses light irradiation and the decomposition of 

‘biowaste’ to generate electrical power under both flat and bending (r = 3 cm) conditions. When 

employed as a sweat band, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell generates a maximum power 4.0 

mW cm-2 g-1 from human sweat. The wearable flexible photocatalytic fuel cell is able to 

overcome many of the disadvantages of wearable microbial and enzymatic cells while providing 

comparable if not superior power density.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Wearable technologies are a quickly expanding market addressing the demand for flexible and 

wearable electronics, including smart clothing, smart devices, activity trackers, and even medical 

devices.148,183-185 The majority of progress in this field has been in the design of flexible 

battery,186,187 supercapacitor,188,189 and photovoltaic190,191 devices which can either store or 

convert energy in a wearable configuration. Several additional energy conversion methods have 

been used to harness energy directly from human body, including body heat,192,193 mechanical 

movement,194,195 and triboelectric charging.196,197 However, little research has been performed 

on harnessing biowaste as a source of energy in a wearable power generation device.  

A flexible photocatalytic fuel cell is one such concept that would be able to convert organic 

matter such as biowaste into electrical energy, effectively providing green, wearable power 

generation. flexible photocatalytic fuel cells consist of a photoelectrochemical cell using a 

photoelectrode as the anode and an organic fuel source as the electrolyte.6 The design of the 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cell in green power generation affords several significant properties. 

First, photocatalysis is a light-activated advanced oxidation process that is able to photogenerate 

highly oxidative hydroxyl radicals that non-selectively decomposed organic material.24 

Consequently, virtually all organic matter can be used as fuel in a flexible photocatalytic fuel 

cell, including resilient biowaste that are not easily converted to CO2 and H2O.198-200 Second, a 

photoelectrochemical configuration allows these highly favourable redox reactions to 

simultaneously generate an electrical current.6 Third, photocatalysts are inert materials that are 

not consumed during oxidation, do not create secondary forms of pollution, and are naturally 

self-regenerating.201,202 Therefore, photocatalysts are generally stable irrespective of their 
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environment and do not need to be replaced. These properties provide flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cells with a distinct advantage over renewable power generation technologies such as 

enzymatic and microbial fuel cells.203-207 Enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs) are a class of fuel cell that 

uses enzymes to oxidize fuel instead of electrocatalysts. Because of this, EFCs require specific 

operating parameters, including temperature, mediators, and buffer solutions in order to function 

properly. In addition, EFCs require relatively expensive enzymes that are chemically specific 

and cannot necessarily oxidize any organic material. For these reasons, flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cells have the potential to provide a more comprehensive and resilient form of power 

generation. 

We have developed for the first time a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell that can provide green, 

wearable, energy conversion and power generation. The inherent flexibility of a flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell allows for ad hoc and non-standard solutions not accessible to the rigid 

configurations of conventional photocatalytic fuel cell devices, therefore greatly diversifying its 

potential application in real-world situations. These applications include: i) wearable 

technologies that generate power from biowaste; ii) wearable or flexible technologies that can 

be used as sensors; and, iii) flexible configurations for conventional waste water remediation and 

water reservoirs.  

The multi-functional performance of a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell is achieved through the 

oxidation of an organic fuel at the photoanode (Figure 5-1a). When a photon strikes the 

photocatalyst through the transparent current collector, an electron-hole pair is created. In an n-

type semiconductor, the electron moves to the current collector and the external circuit. The hole 

in turn moves to the electrode surface and initiates an oxidation reaction with an adsorbed 
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species, generating a free proton, H+ (Equation 5-1). The proton diffuses to the cathode where it 

combines with O2 and incoming electrons to form H2O in a reduction reaction (Equation 5-2). 

In the absence of oxygen, H2 gas can be formed in the reduction reaction instead (Equation 5-

3).126,132 Therefore, photocatalytic fuel cells are functionally related to conventional fuel cells, 

yet mechanistically distinct.208,209 Relatively inexpensive photocatalysts are used in place of 

precious210-212 and non-precious213-215 metal electrocatalysts. 

2𝑅– 𝐻 + 2ℎ+ → 2𝑅′ + 2𝐻+         (5-1) 

2𝐻+ +
1

2
𝑂2 + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂         (5-2) 

2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2          (5-3) 

In order to demonstrate flexibility, indium tin oxide-coated PET film (ITO/PET) was used as the 

photoanode current collector, Pt/C on carbon cloth was used as the cathode, and cellulose paper 

was used as the solid electrolyte membrane. The photoelectrochemical cell was sealed in a 

transparent plastic housing using a heat sealer. The configuration of the flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cell is illustrated in Figure 5-1b. 
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Figure 5-1. (a) Schematic outlining the basic operation of a photocatalytic fuel cell.(b) 

Configuration and components of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. 

 

5.2 Experimental Methods 

5.2.1 Materials 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as-received. Indium tin oxide coated 

polyethylene terephthalate (ITO/PET) was also purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Pt/C on carbon 

cloth was purchased from FuelCellEtc. All chemicals were used as received. 
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5.2.2 Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cell Fabrication and Assembly 

The flexible photoanode was fabricated by creating a slurry containing 0.95 mL ethanol, 0.05 

mL titanium tetraisopropoxide, and 100 mg P25 (Degussa, 21 nm particles). The slurry was 

sonicated for 10 min and then cast onto ITO/PET sheet (Sigma Aldrich, 60 Ω cm-2). A doctor 

blade was used in order to control the thickness of the film. The prepared anode was then heat 

treated at 150°C for 1 h using a ramp rate of 10°C min-1. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

was assembled using the prepared photoanode and Pt/C on carbon cloth as the flexible cathode. 

Cellulose paper was used as the solid electrolyte membrane and separator. The combined 

electrodes were then pressed between two sheets of plastic sheets and sealed using a heat sealer. 

The flow-chart corresponding to this procedure can be seen in Figure 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2. Flow-chart outlining the fabrication of a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. 
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5.2.3 Characterization 

A field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Zeiss ULTRA Plus) was used to 

determine the microstructure and cross-sectional composition of the photoanode. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD, Bruker AXS D8 Advance) was used to confirm the crystal phase of the 

photoanode material.  

Photoelectrochemical characterization was performed using an electrochemical work station 

(Princeton Applied Research VersaSTAT MC) and a 1 W 365 nm LED (Digikey). Photocurrent 

measurements were performed without any applied bias or current. Polarization curves were 

determined using galvanodynamic measurements (100 μA s-1). Nyquist plots were obtained 

using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. A frequency ranging from 1 Hz to 1 MHz was 

applied, using an alternating signal of 100 mV. EIS data was modelled using ZSimpWin data 

analysis software.  

In order to show the potential application in flexible, wearable technologies, the performance of 

the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was determined using artificial sweat as a fuel. The flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell was fabricated into a sweat band where the absorption of sweat under 

light irradiation would generate power. The artificial sweat solution is based on median 

concentrations of major constituents outlined by Harvey et al., specifically: 0.031 M NaCl, 0.014 

M lactic acid, 0.01 M urea, and 1.7x10-4 M glucose.216 The power output of the sweatband is 

measured across a 2.7 kΩ load, and the voltage and current is measured using digital multimeters 

(Agilent 34411A and 34401A). 

In order to show potential application in waste water treatment, the photocatalytic performance  

of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was determined through the photodegradation of 
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methylene blue (MB) under solar simulated light (ABET Technologies LS 10500, 100 mW cm-

2). The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was placed inside a beaker (r = 3 cm) containing 10 μM 

MB under stirring. The solution was allowed to stir in the dark for 60 min in order for the flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell to reach adsorption-desorption equilibrium. The flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cell was then irradiated with solar simulated light for 5 hours, with samples taken every 

hour. A UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Fischer Scientific, GENESYS 10S) was used to measure 

the absorbance of the solution over time. 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

The photoanode was prepared using commercial TiO2 nanoparticles (P25). A slurry was made 

by mixing P25, ethanol, and titanium tetraisopropoxide and sonicating the mixture for 60 

minutes. The slurry was then cast onto an ITO/PET film using a doctor blade to control the 

loading and thickness of the catalyst film. The average TiO2 loading on the photoanode was 

found to be 0.92 mg cm-2. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the topology of TiO2 photoanode 

(Figure 5-3). The surface is uniform on a macroscopic level, while high magnification images 

reveal that the film consists of nanoparticles approximately 20 nm in diameter. This is consistent 

with the size of nanoparticles used to make the electrode. A cross-sectional SEM image was also 

taken of the photoanode. The photocatalyst layer was found to be ~19.1 μm thick, while the PET 

layer is roughly 100 μm thick. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping was also 

used to confirm this configuration (Figure B-1). Lastly, X-ray diffraction was used to confirm 

that the nanocrystalline TiO2 consisted of both anatase and rutile phases characteristic of P25 

(Figure B-2).217  
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Figure 5-3. SEM images of the photoanode. (a) TiO2 film at low magnification and (b) high 

magnification.(c) Cross-sectional SEM image showing TiO2 layer on ITO/PET substrate. 

 

In order to evaluate the potential ability of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell to generate power 

from biowaste, various organic fuels were tested. Electrolyte solutions were created using 1 M 

solutions of lactic acid, ethanol, methanol, glycerol, urea, and glucose in de-ioinized water. No 

other components were added to the electrolyte. The photoelectrochemical properties of the 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cells using various fuels were tested using a 1 W 365 nm LED. The 

irradiance at the surface of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was found to be 217 mW cm-2 at 

a distance of 2.1 cm. The photocurrent response of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell is shown 

in Figure 5-4a and 5-2b where the light source is turned on and off at intervals of 30 s. The 

response of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell to light irradiation is almost instant, while the 

relaxation varies depending on the fuel used. Specifically, the relaxation of glucose and glycerol 

fuels exceeds that of the other fuels. This is likely due to the larger size of these molecules with 

more extensive degradation pathways. This increases the chance for current doubling which can 

prolong current generation even after the light source has been removed.  
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Figure 5-4. Photocurrent responses of (a) alcohols and (b) organic matter found in human 

sweat; (c) polarization curves, and (d) corresponding power curves of the flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell using different fuels. 

 

The photocurrent response of the fuels generally exhibit an anodic or mixed (anodic-cathodic) 

current under light irradiation. In fact, apart from ethanol, all other fuels exhibit initial mixed 

current behaviour. This is due to the sudden, initial generation of electron-hole pairs which push 

holes toward the photocatalyst surface and electrons toward the bulk.  

Potential reactions at the anode using the fuel tested in this work are given in Equations 5-1 to 

5-6. The oxidation of the organic compounds used in this work are heavily studied and can be 

found in literature. The oxidation of organic compounds typically lead to the formation of 

alcohols, aldehydes, acids, CO2 and H2O. Therefore: 
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For alcohols: 

𝑅 − 𝐶𝐻2 − 𝑂𝐻 + 2ℎ+ → 𝑅 − 𝐶𝐻 = 𝑂 + 2𝐻+ (5-1) 

 

Where R = H (methanol), CH3 (ethanol), C3H7O2 (glycerol). 

 

For glycerol: 

𝐶3𝐻8𝑂3 + 2ℎ+ → 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂3 + 2𝐻+ (5-1) 

 

For lactate:218  

𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝐻(𝑂𝐻)𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 +  2ℎ+ → 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻+  (5-3) 

 

For urea:219,220 

𝐶𝑂(𝑁𝐻2)2 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 6ℎ+ → 𝑁2 + 𝐶𝑂2 + 6𝐻+ (5-4) 

 

For glucose (to D-Gluconic acid or D-Arabinose222): 

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂6 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 2ℎ+ → 𝐶6𝐻12𝑂7 + 2𝐻+ (5-5) 

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂6 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 2ℎ+ → 𝐶5𝐻10𝑂5 + 𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 2𝐻+ (5-6) 

 

After this initial photogeneration, electrons begin to recombine with the accumulated holes until 

an equilibrium is reached.223-226 This equilibrium current depends on the rates of fuel oxidation 

(anodic) and recombination (‘cathodic’). Therefore, the lack of observed mixed current 

behaviour in the ethanol flexible photocatalytic fuel cell suggests that the relative rate of ethanol 

oxidation is much greater than the rate recombination.223 This could be explained by the more 

reducing potential of the ethoxy radical (-1.18 V) compared to the methoxy radical (-0.98 V). In 

terms of photocurrent response, lactic acid fuel provides the highest current (61.4 mA cm-2 g-1), 

followed by ethanol (56.7 mA cm-2 g-1), methanol (42.0 mA cm-2 g-1), glycerol (28.5 mA cm-2 g-

1), urea (28.4 mA cm-2 g-1), and glucose (22.7 mA cm-2 g-1). The large current density of lactic 
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acid is due to its acidity, which greatly increases the overall ionic conductivity of the electrolyte 

by providing additional H+ ions. This improvement to the electrolyte is significant since no other 

components (besides water) are added to the electrolyte solution to improve its conductivity. 

Understandably, the simple alcohols provide high current densities due to their facile oxidation 

kinetics, while more complex molecules (such as glucose and glycerol) have lower current 

densities due to slower kinetics and diffusion.128,227 The long-term operational stability was 

demonstrated using 1 M lactic acid and is shown in Figure 5-5 where no additional fuel was 

added after initial injection. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was operated over a period of 

one hour with a relatively stable photocurrent density output. This result demonstrates the 

potential for power generation using a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell, provided that fuel is 

available for consumption.  

 

Figure 5-5. Long-term operational stability of a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell over 1 h using 

1 M lactic acid as fuel. 

 

Polarization curves of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cells were also obtained (Figure 5-4c) and 

show a similar trend to the photocurrent response curves. The polarization curves show a distinct 
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lack of activation polarization found in conventional fuel cells and appear to be dominated by 

concentration polarization. This is a common phenomenon in photocatalytic electrochemical 

cells is likely due to the excitation of charge carriers in photocatalytic materials.126,127,130,132,228-

230 Because current is induced through the anode material as opposed to the external circuit, it is 

possible that activation polarization is intrinsically overcome by the photogeneration of charge 

carriers in a catalyst with a sufficiently large redox potential. All curves exhibit a similar open-

circuit voltage (VOC) with values ranging from 0.90 to 1.03 V due to the similarity of their 

oxidation potentials. The short-circuit current densities (JSC, the current density at 0 V) follow 

the same trend as the photocurrent densities, with lactic acid exhibiting the highest JSC value 

(76.8 mA cm-2 g-1) followed by ethanol (53.8 mA cm-2 g-1), methanol (51 mA cm-2 g-1), glycerol 

(33.9 mA cm-2 g-1), urea (33.8 mA cm-2 g-1), and glucose (25.0 mA cm-2 g-1). Power curves based 

on the same data (Figure 5-4d) show that the maximum power achievable for cells using lactic 

acid, ethanol, methanol, glycerol, urea, and glucose are 18.4 mW cm-2 g-1, 14.5 mW cm-2 g-1, 

12.8 mW cm-2 g-1, 9.7 mW cm-2 g-1, 9.3 mW cm-2 g-1, and 5.1 mW cm-2 g-1, respectively. This 

data is summarized in Table 5-1. Based on the maximum power output of the flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell using each biofuel, calculated efficiency can be obtained and compared 

to similar technologies. Results showed that the theoretical first-law (coloumbic) efficiencies of 

the biofuels were within the range of 40% to 50%. When compared to competing technologies 

such as the microbial fuel cell, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell provides comparable 

performance.231 Similarly, when compared to fuel cells at appropriate operating voltages, the 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cell also provides comparable efficiencies.232 
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Table 5-1: Photoelectrochemical results of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell using various fuels. 

Fuel Iph 

(mA cm-2 g-1) 

JSC 

(mA cm-2 g-1) 

VOC 

(V) 

Pmax 

(mW cm-2 g-1) 
η (%) 

Lactic Acid 61.4 76.8 0.990 18.4 41 

Ethanol 56.7 53.8 0.899 14.5 42 

Methanol 42.0 51.0 0.955 12.8 39 

Glycerol 28.5 33.9 0.948 9.7 50 

Urea 28.4 33.8 0.940 9.3 48 

Glucose 22.7 25.0 1.033 5.1 43 

 

In order to determine the potential of the photocatalytic fuel cell as a flexible device, the 

performance of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was obtained under bending. A comparison 

was made between the flat and bending (radius of curvature = 3 cm) performance of a flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell using glycerol fuel (Figure 5-6). Optical images in Figure 5-6a convey 

the functionality of a glycerol flexible photocatalytic fuel cell by generating an open-circuit 

voltage of 958 mV under irradiation in a bending configuration. This value is functionally 

identical to that under flat conditions (Figure 5-4c).  

 

Figure 5-6. Optical images showing open circuit voltage of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

with and without light irradiation.  
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The photocurrent response (Figure 5-7a) of the device under bending (26.2 mA cm-2 g-1) is 

marginally lower than in a flat configuration (28.5 mA cm-2 g-1). It can be seen that bending the 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cell introduces a small amount of noise during irradiation. This noise 

is due to the introduction of non-uniform contact between the electrodes and the cellulose 

membrane under bending. These irregularities cause fluctuations in the overall current as points 

of contact are lost or gained under bending. The polarization curve of the flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cell under bending is in agreement with the average of the photocurrent response results 

(Figure 5-7b). Under bending, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell has a short-circuit current 

density of 25 mA cm-2 g-1 and a maximum power density of 6.6 mW cm-2 g-1.  

 

Figure 5-7. (b) Photocurrent response and (c) polarization and power curves of a glycerol-

powered flexible photocatalytic fuel cellunder flat and bending (radius of curvature = 3 cm) 

conditions. 

 

Lastly, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to further investigate the 

electronic properties of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell under light irradiation and bending 

(Figure 5-8). In the absence of light irradiation, the cells exhibit fairly linear (corresponding to 

Warburg impedance, ZW) behaviour with a minimal charge transfer component. For this reason, 
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the EIS data was modelled using a simple Randles circuit that includes a Warburg diffusion 

element (Figure B-3). It is apparent that under bending the angle of the Warburg diffusion region 

increases (with respect to the x-axis). This increased angle corresponds to a smaller impedance 

when projected onto the real axis, and a decrease in the overall ionic resistance of the system.233 

Under both flat and bending conditions, the series resistance (RS) is 315.3 Ω and 316.4 Ω, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 5-8. EIS plots of glycerol-powered flexible photocatalytic fuel cell under flat and 

bending (radius of curvature = 3 cm) conditions.Inset: high-frequency region of the EIS 

curves. 

 

Once the device is exposed to light irradiation, the EIS curves undergo change. First, it appears 

that charge-transfer elements are introduced to the system (Figure B-3b). This is indicated by 

the introduction of two charge-transfer semi-circles. The first semi-circle (Rct1) can be assigned 

to the charge-transfer resistance between TiO2 particles on the photoanode, while the second 

semi-circle (Rct2) can be assigned to the TiO2-electrolyte charge-transfer resistance.234 This is 
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explained by the fact that light irradiation introduces photo-generated electron-hole pairs which 

undergo charge-transfer and redox reactions with the fuel present in the electrolyte. Without light 

irradiation, there is no charge carrier generation and therefore no activated charge-transfer. A 

drop also occurs in RS (from 315.3 Ω to 257.2 Ω), indicating an increase in conductivity of the 

overall system. Under bending, the series resistance decreases even further due to the improved 

contact between the components at the point of bending. In addition, Rct1 and Rct2 decrease from 

26.5 Ω and 200.9 Ω to 0.175 Ω and 13.5 Ω, respectively. This reduced resistance indicates an 

overall improvement in charge transfer in the photoanode under bending. All calculated values 

are tabulated and can be found in Table S2. Similar phenomena is observed with the other fuels 

tested in this study (Figure S5). These results demonstrate that various types of organic waste 

can in fact be used as fuel to generate power in a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. 

The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was fabricated into a sweatband in order to evaluate its 

ability to generate power from human sweat. Artificial sweat solution was created using median 

concentrations of major constituents outlined by Harvey et al., specifically: 0.031 M NaCl, 0.014 

M lactic acid, 0.01 M urea, and 1.7x10-4 M glucose.216 Using a 1 W 365 nm LED, the 

photoelectrochemical performance of a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell in a flat configuration 

using this artificial sweat as fuel is shown in Figure 5-9a and 5-4b. Despite the low 

concentrations of organic material (lactic acid, urea, and glucose), the initial photocurrent 

response of the artificial sweat flexible photocatalytic fuel cell shows comparable values to those 

found in Figure 5-4. The photocurrent appears to decrease immediately after the initial current 

spike when light irradiation is provided. This is explained by the lower concentrations of fuel 

and subsequent low mass transfer of reactants to the anode surface. The polarization and power 

curves of the artificial sweat flexible photocatalytic fuel cell (Figure 5-9b) show that the device 
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has an open circuit voltage of 0.9 V, a short circuit density of 17.3 mA cm-2 g-1, and a maximum 

power density of 4.0 mW cm-2 g-1. When compared to current enzymatic biofuel cells using 

artificial sweat as fuel, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell can provide higher or comparable 

power densities.204-206 This performance is also accomplished without the use of buffer solutions, 

electrochemical mediators, or expensive and sensitive enzymes. Working from these baseline 

results, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was evaluated as a sweatband by combining four cells 

in series (Figure 5-9c). Using artificial sweat as the fuel, the sweatband was illuminated by the 

LED at a distance of 6 inches (corresponding to 3 mW cm-2 UV light) and the power output was 

measured across a 2.7 kΩ resistor. As shown in Figure 5-9d, under light irradiation the flexible 

sweatband has a steady output of 0.35 mA at 0.94 V (0.33 mW with a specific power density of 

1.6 mW cm-2 g-1). These results demonstrate the potential application of flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cells in generating electrical power from fuels such as human sweat.  
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Figure 5-9. (a) Photocurrent response and (b) polarization and power curves of flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell using artificial sweat as fuel.(c) Diagram of flexible photocatalytic fuel 

cell-based sweat band with four flexible photocatalytic fuel cells in series. (d) Optical images 

of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell-based sweat band in operation, generating 0.94 V and 0.35 

mA (0.328 mW) across a 2.7 kΩ resistor. Inset: a top-view of the sweat band. 

 

In order to explore additional potential applications for a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell, the 

fabricated flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was used as a flexible device in the photodegradation 

of organic waste. Methylene blue (MB) is a textile effluent that was used as the target organic 

compound for its wide use in literature and observable change in color during degradation. 

Methylene blue is often used as an electrochemical mediator in microbial fuel cells with 

concentrations up to 1 mM.235,236 An MB concentration of 10 μM was used, and AM 1.5G solar 

simulated light (100 mW cm-2) was used as the illumination source. Figure 5-10a shows a typical 
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I-V curve for the methylene blue flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. The I-V characteristics are 

lower when compared to the tested organic compounds due to large, aromatic structure of 

methylene blue. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell also provides comparable energy output to 

microbial cells in the decomposition of other dyes.237,238 Figure 5-10b shows the photocurrent 

response of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell during 3 h of illumination.  During the first 15 

min, the observed increase in photocurrent (1.53 mA cm-2 g-1) is due to the activation of the 

photoanode under anodic photocurrent. The relatively low photocurrent response of MB 

compared to the other biofuels is due to the greater complexity of the conjugated molecule, 

making it more difficult to decompose. After this initial increase, the photocurrent steadily 

decreases as the MB fuel is used up. At 300 min, the light source is turned off and the 

photocurrent immediately drops to 0 mA cm-2 g-1.  

 

Figure 5-10. (a) I-V of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell using 10 μM methylene blue.(b) 

Photocurrent response of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell during methylene blue degradation 

under AM 1.5G solar simulated light. 

 

Figure 5-11a shows the measured absorbance curves of MB throughout the photocatalytic 

reaction. The characteristic peak of MB (664 nm) is shown to be completely removed by 300 

min, indicating the complete removal of MB. The reaction rate of the flexible photocatalytic fuel 
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cell device can be estimated using a pseudo first-order reaction rate, kt = -ln(C/C0). The reaction 

rate of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was found to be 0.0139 min-1
 (Figure 5-11b).  

 

Figure 5-11. (a) Absorbance spectra of methylene blue taken over 300 min of the reaction.(b) 

Pseudo-first order reaction rate estimation from UV-Vis data.  

 

Figure 5-12 shows optical images of the MB solution before and after light illumination, with 

and without using a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell is fixed 

to the curvature of the beaker during reaction. It is clearly seen that even after 3 h of reaction, 

the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell can remove virtually all traces of MB while simultaneously 

providing photocurrent. Without the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell, no current is generated and 

methylene blue remains in solution after 3 h. It should be noted that even in the absence of 

photocatalysis, methylene blue can still be removed through photolysis at slower reaction rates 

(with a measured reaction rate of approximately 0.009 min-1), leading to the small change in the 

colour of the solution.  
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Figure 5-12. Optical images comparing the visible degradation of methylene blue dye with 

and without the use of the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell.A methylene blue concentration of 

10 μM was used for this experiment. 

 

When comparing these results to other technologies and devices found in literature, the flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cell fairly relatively well (Table 5-2). When compared to enzymatic fuel cells 

used to produce electrical power from human sweat and compounds found in sweat (lactate), the 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cell provides an acceptable output. When compared to microbial fuel 

cells that produce electrical power from dye molecules, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

provides a superior power output. 

Table 5-2: Comparison of flexible photocatalytic fuel cell performance with competing 

technologies in literature.  

Technology  Fuel Pmax 

(mW cm-2) 

Enzymatic fuel cell Falk et al.204 Human sweat 0.00026 

Enzymatic fuel cell Jia et al.206 14 mM lactate 0.034 

Enzymatic fuel cell Jia et al.205 15 mM lactate 0.100 

Flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cell 

 Artificial sweat (14 mM 

lactate) 

0.032 

Microbial fuel cell Han et al.239 50 μM methylene blue 0.003656 

Microbial fuel cell Fernando et al.237 0.6 mM acid orange-7 0.00519 

Microbial fuel cell Li et al.238 144 mM congo red 0.04 

Flexible photocatalytic 

fuel cell 

 10 μM methylene blue 0.062 
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Based on these results, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell maybe be applied to various waste 

sources as long as there exists a suitable light source in order to activate photocatalysis. Because 

photocatalysts are not limited to specific electrolyte and ambient conditions, they can potentially 

be deployed in various, potentially uncontrolled environments such as water reservoirs, tailing 

ponds, and waste water treatment facilities. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In summary, a flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was fabricated that demonstrates the feasibility of 

a light-powered, biowaste-based wearable power generator. This flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

was shown to produce power using various biowaste fuels (lactic acid, ethanol, methanol, urea, 

glycerol, and glucose) and even under bending conditions (r = 3 cm). The photoelectrochemical 

performance of these cells was determined and analyzed using photocurrent measurements, 

polarization curves, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. These measurements shed 

light on the operation and intrinsic differences between light/dark and flat/bending regimes of a 

flexible photocatalytic fuel cell. Potential applications for the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell 

were explored by using the flexible device as a wearable power generation device using human 

sweat as a fuel source. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was also employed as a flexible 

device for in the degradation of organic waste in water. Even in flexible configurations, flexible 

photocatalytic fuel cells are able to outperform or match the performance of microbial and 

enzymatic biofuel cells in literature. At the same time, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell can 

perform non-selective oxidation of organic species and is self-regenerating. These results 

demonstrate the potential application of flexible photocatalytic fuel cells in various energy 

production and waste water remediation technologies as a renewable, green technology. 
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6.0 A High Performance Waste water-Fed Flow-Photocatalytic Fuel Cell 

 

Chapter 6 is based on submitted work by Lui et al. to the scientific journal Journal of Power 

Sources.  

Lui, G.; Jiang, G.; Fowler, M.; Yu, A.; Chen, Z., A High Performance Waste water-Fed Flow-

Photocatalytic Fuel Cell. (submitted to Journal of Power Sources). 

See Statement of Contributions for a detailed summary of contributions from each co-author. 

 

Ever since its properties were discovered in the 1970s, the photocatalyst has been used to perform 

light-activated, redox mediated decomposition of organic waste. However, it is only more 

recently that photocatalysts have been implemented in photoelectrochemical cells called 

photocatalytic fuel cells which can capture the charge carriers used in these redox reactions to 

produce electrical currents. Photocatalytic fuel cells provide robust solutions to the issue of waste 

water pollution because they are intrinsically self-regenerating in their operation and non-

selective in their organic decomposition.  In addition to these advantages, photocatalytic fuel 

cells can operate continuously in a flow-cell configuration, allowing for uninterrupted power 

generation from waste water streams. These attributes make photocatalytic fuel cells a strong 

alternative to existing research that wishes to derive electrical power from waste water treatment, 

mainly microbial fuel cells, which have limited current densities and are difficulty to maintain 

for extended periods of time. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) remains the most well-known 

semiconductor of choice for photocatalysis because of its chemical stability and large redox 
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potential, and Ag can be combined with TiO2 in to improve absorbance within the visible range 

without sacrificing the large redox potential of TiO2. The combination of a strong visible-light 

photocatalyst and an efficient flow-cell design has the potential to make the flow-photocatalytic 

fuel cell a strong candidate for the next generation of devices that can extract electricity from 

waste water. 

A device that can derive electrical power from the waste water treatment process is highly 

desirable and would help to address both the issues of environmental conservation and energy 

production. In this chapter, a novel flow-photocatalytic fuel cell was designed, using a burr-like 

Ag-TiO2 coated photoanode, as a promising alternative to microbial fuel cells for extracting 

electricity during waste water treatment. The device provides continuous power generation of 

1.85 W m-2
 under solar-simulated light, with an average COD removal of 14.8% (532 mg L-1).  

6.1 Introduction 

The topics of energy and the environment continue to present challenges today for society and 

the scientific community as a whole. As waste from manufacturing industries continues to grow 

and as environmental and efficient energy sources become more important, research into 

alternative methods for addressing these problems is needed. The idea that waste reduction can 

and should provide simultaneously positive energy and environmental outcomes has lead 

research efforts towards technologies such as recycling, waste reclamation, and conversion. In 

terms of working with actual waste water streams, research has shown that microbial fuel cells 

(MFCs) are able derive electrical power from the decomposition of organic waste.240,241 

Unfortunately, there are several major issues with MFCs that currently prevent them from 

becoming a large-scale technology. First, MFCs rely on specific bacteria and organic material 
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for their operation, which introduce complexities into the system such as bacterial cultivation, 

maintenance of bacteria health, and inefficient charge-transfer.242,243 In conventional MFCs, 

generated electrons must travel through the metabolic system of the bacteria as well as through 

bulk waste water before contacting the current collector. This drastically lowers the charge-

transfer efficiency of MFCs and contributes to its low power output. Secondly, MFCs rely 

predominantly on anaerobic digestion of organic material, which means that waste water effluent 

must be purged of oxygen before being used in an MFC.244 Thirdly, because of the anaerobic 

requirement of the MFC, true continuous operation in a conventional flow configuration is much 

more difficult; MFCs typically operate in a batch-type system.245 

For these reasons, a unique flow-photocatalytic fuel cell was designed to provide more flexible 

and resilient power generation from waste water in a continuous process. A flow-photocatalytic 

fuel cell is based on a conventional photoelectrochemical system that utilizes sunlight to initiate 

the decomposition of organic components in waste water, and generate electrical current through 

the resulting redox reactions (Figure 6-1). The flow-photocatalytic fuel cell is one such device 

that has several advantages over current MFC technologies: (i) photocatalyst cell design allows 

for the fine-tuning of electronic and optical properties to maximize performance depending on 

waste water composition; (ii) photocatalysts operate based on non-selective oxidation of organic 

material and can function under various electrolyte and ambient conditions, including both 

aerobic and anaerobic conditions; (iii) unlike in MFCs, the photocatalyst electrode undergoes 

redox reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface, making charge transfer much more 

efficient; and, (iv) photocatalytic fuel cells rely on inorganic photocatalysts that are chemically 

stable and self-regenerating. In its current form, a conventional photocatalytic fuel cell6,126,129,132 

is still not a practical device for power generation from waste water treatment. Therefore, it must 
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be designed in a flow-cell configuration in order to allow continuous operation. For these 

reasons, flow-photocatalytic fuel cells are a strong candidate as a better technology for 

generating electricity from waste water treatment. 

 

Figure 6-1. Diagram outlining the main processes involved in the operation of a 

photocatalytic fuel cell with actual process waste water. 

 

The process by which a flow-photocatalytic fuel cell operates is shown in Figure 6-1. When a 

photon strikes the photoanode of the photocatalytic fuel cell with sufficient energy, an electron-

hole pair is generated. In an n-type photocatalyst, the hole travels to the electrode-electrolyte 

interface and undergoes an oxidation reaction with an organic species or water molecule, while 

the electron travels through the external circuit to the cathode, where it participates in a reduction 

reaction. The difference in redox potential produces a potential across the device, allowing power 

to be drawn from the cell. The photocatalytic fuel cell designed in a flow-cell configuration 

allows more electrolyte, and thus more waste, to be continually fed into the flow-photocatalytic 

fuel cell and utilized for power generation. A solar-powered flow-photocatalytic fuel cell as a 

form of power generation from real waste water has yet to be demonstrated in the literature, with 
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the majority of related work coming from microbial fuel cells (MFCs)133,246-248 and 

photocatalytic fuel cells using UV light sources,130,131 and artificial waste water solutions or 

model compounds.128,249,250 

Herein, a brewery waste water-fed flow-photocatalytic fuel cell is demonstrated that uses a burr-

like TiO2 synthesized with Ag nanoparticles (Ag-TiO2) as the photoanode. Titanium dioxide 

(TiO2) is the primary material of choice due to its relative abundance, chemical stability, and 

photo-oxidizing properties,24 and plasmonic Ag is used to improve the light absorption and 

electronic properties of TiO2 without reducing its redox potential.13 The Ag-TiO2 composite is 

synthesize using a facile solvothermal method, where titanium butoxide is added to glacial acetic 

acid with varying amounts of silver nitrate. The solution is then heated to 140°C for 12 h in an 

autoclave and cooled naturally. The resulting powder is washed and heat-treated in air in order 

to crystallize TiO2 and form the composite Ag particles. The photoanode is fabricated by forming 

a slurry of the Ag-TiO2 composite and drop casting the material on an ITO glass current collector. 

Finally, the photoanodes are heat-treated in air to improve adhesion before beginning 

electrochemical testing. 

6.2 Experimental Methods 

6.2.1 Materials 

Titanium butoxide and silver nitrate were both purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Glacial acetic 

acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Pt/C on carbon cloth was purchased from 

FuelCellEtc. All chemicals were used as received. 
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6.2.2 Burr-like Ag-TiO2 

Burr-like Ag-TiO2 was synthesized based on previous work.251,252 30 mL glacial acetic acid was 

purged with N2 gas for 30 min to remove trace O2. An appropriate amount of silver nitrate was 

then dissolved in the solution. 1 mL titanium butoxide was then added to the solution drop-wise 

under stirring. The solution was allowed to stir for 10 min before being transferred to a 50 mL 

PTFE-lined autoclave and heated to 140°C for 12 h. The light brown product was washed with 

de-ionized water and ethanol and dried at 70°C overnight. Anatase Ag-TiO2 were formed by 

heat-treating the powder to 700°C for 1 h at 1°C min-1 in air. The final product was light blue in 

colour. TiO2 was also synthesized without using silver nitrate for comparison.  

6.2.3 Characterization 

Material characterization was performed using a field-emission scanning electron microscope 

(FE-SEM, Zeiss ULTRA Plus), X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku Miniflex 600), and high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM, JEOL 2010F). Optical properties and 

characterization was conducted using a diffuse reflectance UV-Vis recording spectrophotometer 

(Shimadzu Corporation UV-2501PC).  

Nyquist plots were obtained using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. A frequency 

ranging from 1 Hz to 1 MHz was applied, using an alternating signal of 10 mV. 

Photoelectrochemical measurements were performed using a 1 W 365 nm single-wavelength 

UV LED (Digikey) as the UV light source and a solar simulator (ABET Technologies 10500) as 

the 100 mW cm-2 (AM1.5 G) solar simulated light source. The distance of the UV LED to the 
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photoanode surface was adjusted to produce an irradiance of 273 mW cm-2 on the electrode 

surface. 

Photoelectrochemical experiments were performed using an electrochemical testing station 

(Princeton Applied Research VersaSTAT MC). Photoanodes were fabricated by drop-casting a 

100 μL ethanol-based slurry on 2.54 cm x 3.81 cm ITO glass current collector. The slurries 

consisted of 50 mg mL-1 active material, 50 μL mL-1 titanium butoxide, and the casting area was 

2.54 cm x 2.54 cm. The photoanodes were dried in air and heated to 450°C for 1 h at 10°C min-

1 under Ar gas in order to improve adhesion of the active material to the current collector. In a 

typical experiment, the prepared photocatalysts were used the photoanode, Pt/C on carbon cloth 

was used as the cathode, and 1 M H2SO4 solution containing 1 M methanol fuel was used as the 

electrolyte. Approximately 10 mL of brewery effluent was used as the electrolyte for the flow-

photocatalytic fuel cell and a peristaltic pump was used to circulate the electrolyte at 0.6 mL 

min-1. The flow-photocatalytic fuel cell was tested under solar simulated light conditions 

(AM1.5G, 100 mW cm-2) at 0.275 mA cm-2 for 6 h. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

measurements were performed using a Hach DR 1900 Portable Spectrophotometer employing 

Hach Method 8000.  

The flow-chart corresponding to this procedure can be seen in Figure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2. Flow-chart outlining the fabrication of Ag-TiO2 and flow-photocatalytic fuel 

cell. 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

The morphological and crystallographic characteristics of Ag-TiO2 are shown in Figure 6-4. 

After initial solvothermal reaction, the sample is light brown in colour, corresponding to the 

incorporation of Ag in the amorphous TiO2 structure (left). Ag likely takes the form of doping, 

since there is no indication of silver oxides from XRD or SEM. In the absence of Ag precursor, 

pure TiO2 is formed after heat treatment (middle). However, when AgNO3 is included in the 

reaction, the final, heat-treated material is a light blue colour, indicating the formation of 

nanoparticle Ag on TiO2 (right). 
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Figure 6-3. Optical image of (from left to right) Ag-TiO2 before heat treatment, pure TiO2 

after heat treatment, and Ag-TiO2 after heat treatment. 

 

The representative SEM images (Figure 6-4a and 6-2b) show that the material consists of 

relatively uniform, burr-like structures approximately 1 μm – 2 μm in diameter. According to 

TEM images (Figure 6-4c), these burr-like structures consist of smaller nano-sheets 

approximately 20 nm – 30 nm across, forming a hierarchical TiO2 morphology. Figure 6-4d 

shows an HRTEM image of an Ag nano-particle on a TiO2 ‘branch’, consisting of nano-sheets, 

illustrating the highly crystalline structure of the nano-sheets and the presence of Ag 

nanoparticles. The lattice spacing on the nano-sheet was found to be 0.35 nm, corresponding to 

the (101) plane of the anatase phase.47 The lattice spacing on the nano-particle was found to be 

0.204 nm, corresponding to the (200) plane of metallic Ag.253  
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Figure 6-4. Representative SEM images of Ag-TiO2 at (a) high and (b) low 

magnification.(c) An TEM image of individual ‘branches’ of the Ag-TiO2 consisting of 

nanosheets, and (d) an HRTEM image of an Ag nanoparticle attached to an individual TiO2 

nanosheet. 

 

These results correspond to the XRD spectra for TiO2 (Figure 6-5a), however the loading of Ag 

is too small to be present in the XRD spectrum. After heat-treatment, the material converts to 

the anatase phase of TiO2. It is pertinent to note that in the absence of Ag, the heat-treated TiO2 

forms a mixed-phase material consisting of both anatase and rutile phases (Figure 6-4a). This 

difference is due to the fact that the presence of the Ag cation can inhibit the conversion of the 

anatase phase to rutile phase in TiO2, a common phenomenon found with other cationic 

dopants.254 As a low-valence cation, silver can act as an interstitial defect in the TiO2 lattice, thus 

interfering with the reconstruction process required for phase transition. The consequences of 
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this Ag–TiO2 interaction is also evident in the calculated crystallite sizes of materials with and 

without Ag present. Using the Scherrer equation, the crystallite size of the pure TiO2 material is 

estimated to be 27.9 nm, while the crystallite size of the Ag-TiO2 composite is 21.4 nm. Using 

STEM and EDS maps of O, Ti, and Ag (Figure 6-5b) the distribution of elements can be clearly 

seen in the burr morphology. Ag particles can be observed within the TiO2 structure through Z-

contrast, and the EDS map further confirms the presence of Ag throughout the composite.  

 

Figure 6-5. (a) STEM image of an Ag-TiO2 with corresponding EDS map for O, Ti, and 

Ag.(b) Representative XRD spectra for TiO2 and Ag-TiO2 and after heat treatment ( • = rutile, 

other = anatase). 

 

Representative XPS spectra of Ti 2p and Ag 3d are shown in (Figure 6-6). The Ti 2p spectrum 

shows typical 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks at 459.48 eV and 465.18 eV, respectively, with a small shift 

to a higher binding energy compared to TiO2 synthesized in the absence of Ag (Figure C-1) and 

bulk values.255 The Ag 3d spectrum shows typical Ag 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks at 367.75 eV and 

373.75 eV, respectively, with a small shift to a lower binding energy compared to bulk values.256 
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Due to the anomalous behaviour of Ag, both shifts in the Ti and Ag spectra correspond to 

oxidation, and Ag is likely to take a slightly oxidized form of AgO. 

 

Figure 6-6. High-resolution XPS spectra of (a) Ti 2p and (b) Ag 3d. 

 

In order to evaluate the performance of Ag-TiO2 as a photocatalyst, the material was integrated 

into a photocatalytic fuel cell as a photoanode. Pt/C on carbon cloth was used as the cathode 

current collector and a 1 M H2SO4 solution of 1 M methanol was used as the electrolyte. I-V 

curves were obtained under both UV and solar simulated light (AM 1.5G) irradiation, and P25 

was used as a reference electrode for comparison. Under UV (365 nm, 273 mW cm-2) light 

(Figure 6-7a), Ag-TiO2 has an open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.81 V, short-circuit current (ISC) 

of 6.2 mA cm-2, and a maximum power (Pmax) of 2.0 mW cm-2. The P25 photoanode has a VOC 

of 0.88 V, ISC of 2.6 mA cm-2, and a Pmax of 0.99 mW cm-2. Under solar simulated light (Figure 

6-7b), Ag-TiO2 has a VOC of 0.74 V, ISC of 1.9 mA cm-2, and a Pmax of 0.69 mW cm-2. The P25 

photoanode has a VOC of 0.80 V, ISC of 0.48 mA cm-2, and a Pmax of 0.21 mW cm-2.  
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Figure 6-7. I-V curves comparing the performance of Ag-TiO2 and P25 photoanodes in an 

alcohol-based photocatalytic fuel cellunder (a) UV (365 nm) light irradiation and (b) solar 

simulated (100 mW cm-2 AM 1.5G) light. 

 

Therefore, the Ag-TiO2 photoanode provides a marked improvement in photocatalytic fuel cell 

performance over the reference P25 photoanode. Figure 6-8a shows the photocatalytic fuel cell 

performance of the Ag-TiO2 photoanode as a function of Ag loading. It was found that an Ag 

loading of 0.59at% provides the highest Pmax performance in the photocatalytic fuel cell, while 

Ag loadings at and above 1.76at% actually decrease the performance of TiO2 in the 

photocatalytic fuel cell. The ISC performance as a function of Ag loading confirms this 

phenomenon and also displays the same trend (Figure 6-8b). This phenomenon is likely due to 

competing effects between the sensitization and internal bias introduced by Ag and 

photocatalytic activity of TiO2. As the loading on TiO2 increases, Ag can decrease the amount 

of UV reaching TiO2 and act as recombination centers for electron-hole pairs.257 
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Figure 6-8. (a) Photocatalytic fuel cell performance (Pmax) as a function of Ag loading, and 

(b) short-circuit current performance of Ag-TiO2 photoanodes as a function of Ag loading 

under solar-simulated light (AM 1.5G) irradiation. 

 

In order to further understand the improved performance of the Ag-TiO2 (0.59at%) photocatalyst 

over the commercial photocatalyst, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was used to look at the 

optical absorbance and reflectance properties of the catalyst (Figure 6-9a).  

 

Figure 6-9. (a) DRS absorbance and (b) corresponding Tauc plot comparison of P25 and Ag-

TiO2. 
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It is clear that TiO2 only marginally improves absorbance (Figure C-3a), while the presence of 

Ag provides an additional broad absorption peak within the visible region at approximately 560 

nm. Similar phenomenon is also seen in the reflectance spectrum (Figure C-2) and implies that 

Ag-TiO2 has the ability to utilize photons with energies corresponding to the visible light 

spectrum due to the plasmonic properties of Ag in the composite. Based on XPS and DRS results, 

Ag contributes a majority Ag plasmonic character, since both Ag2O and AgO display 

semiconductors which is not observed in the absorbance plot. A Tauc plot based on this DRS 

data found that P25 and Ag-TiO2 have similar band gaps of 3.3 eV (Figure 6-9b) with TiO2 

showing a slightly lower band gap (3.14 eV) (Figure C-3b). This phenomenon can be explained 

by two mechanisms: 1) the presence of Ag in Ag-TiO2 hinders the phase transition of TiO2 from 

anatase to rutile. This means that Ag-TiO2, which is fully anatase, will have a larger band gap 

than TiO2, which has a partial rutile phase (Figure 6-4f); and, 2) the presence of Ag in Ag-TiO2 

also hinders the growth of TiO2 crystallites, and it is well known that crystallite size is inversely 

proportional to the band gap of a semiconductor material.258,259  

Nyquist plots (Figure 6-10a and b) and open-circuit voltage decay (OCVD) (Figure 6-10d) 

comparing Ag-TiO2 and P25 under both dark and light illumination show that the Ag-TiO2 

photoanodes provide lower series resistance (RS) (11.9 Ω compared to 13.1 Ω) and a slower VOC 

decay than P25. Both TiO2 (Figure C-3) and Ag-TiO2 display higher electron lifetimes over all 

VOC values, with depressions around 0.6 V corresponding to surface trap states.260 Additionally, 

Ag-TiO2 provides lower charge-transfer resistance in the high VOC region dominated by 

conduction band charge-transfer.261  
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Figure 6-10. Nyquist plots generated from EIS data of Ag-TiO2 and P25 photoanodes under 

(a) dark and (b) light conditions. 

 

Based on these results, it can be said that Ag-TiO2 provides higher photoelectrochemical 

performance under solar simulated light in spite of a larger band gap, due in part to a plasmonic 

absorbance peak at ~560 nm. This improvement is supported by performance comparisons 

between P25 and Ag-TiO2 materials under both solar-simulated light and visible light (λ>400 

nm) only (Figure 6-11). Ag-TiO2 shows a marked improvement under visible light, displaying 

a 130% and 190% increasing in Pmax over TiO2 and P25, respectively. 
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Figure 6-11. Pmax comparison of P25, TiO2 and Ag-TiO2 under both solar simulated light (AM 

1.5G, 100 mW cm-2) and under visible light (using a λ>400 nm filter). 

 

Pore and surface area analysis confirmed that this improvement in performance is not due to a 

difference in surface area (Figure 6-12). BET analysis found that P25, TiO2, and Ag-TiO2 have 

surface areas of 46.1 m2 g-1, 16.4 m2 g-1, and 12.2 m2 g-1, respectively. All materials follow an 

approximate Type II isotherm corresponding to finely divided, non-porous particles. TiO2 NF 

has a small hysteresis loops that corresponds to some degree of mesoporosity. It is clear that P25 

has a much higher surface area than both TiO2 and Ag-TiO2. Yet, despite the significant 

difference, both the synthesized TiO2 and Ag-TiO2 outperform P25 in the photocatalytic fuel cell 

device. 
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Figure 6-12. Pore and surface analysis showing (a) BET adsorption isotherms and (b) pore 

size distribution of P25, TiO2, and Ag-TiO2.  

 

Based on the results and characterization performed on the Ag-TiO2 photocatalyst, the following 

mechanism can be proposed for the photocatalytic activity of the photoanode (Figure 6-13): 

When only TiO2 is used as the photoanode (in the form of TiO2 or P25), only ultraviolet light 

from the solar spectrum can be used for photocatalysis. The lower efficiency of TiO2 compared 

to Ag-TiO2 under UV irradiation is likely due to the higher recombination rate of charge carriers 

in the absence of the Schottky junction provided by Ag. When Ag is added into the photocatalytic 

system, a Schottky junction forms between TiO2 and Ag, creating an internal electric field that 

encourages the separation of photo-generated electrons and holes. This in turn reduces 

recombination and improves photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical performance. Based on 

DRS results and performance data under visible light, Ag acts as a plasmonic co-catalyst that 

allows for the absorbance of light within the visible light region (with a peak at ~560 nm). In 

this configuration, excited electrons within Ag can be transferred to the conduction band of TiO2, 
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and holes within TiO2 can be transferred to Ag. Therefore, the oxidation reaction can occur on 

both TiO2 (in the valence band) and Ag. 

 

Figure 6-13. Schematic showing probably mechanism for photocatalysis of methanol in the 

Ag-TiO2 photocatalytic fuel cell. 

 

In order to determine the real-world viability of this photocatalytic system, the Ag-TiO2 

photoanode was employed in a flow-photocatalytic fuel cell using brewery effluent as the fuel 

source. Optical images of the cell setup are shown in Figure 6-14. Brewery effluent was taken 

from a local brewery and used as the electrolyte in a flow-photocatalytic fuel cell for continuous 

operation. The brewery effluent had a typical chemical oxygen demand (COD) value of 3597 ± 

62 mg L-1
 and an approximate pH of 14 due to NaOH treatment. The flow-photocatalytic fuel 

cell was operated under solar simulated light (AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm-2) at a continuous current 

of 0.275 mA cm-2 (2.75 A m-2) for 6 hours. 
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Figure 6-14. Optical images of (a) the flow-photocatalytic fuel cell with peristaltic pumpand 

(b) a close up of the flow-photocatalytic fuel cell device. 

 

A Nyquist plot for the waste water-fed flow-photocatalytic fuel cell shows the significant change 

in electronic properties before and after the cell is illuminated (Figure 6-15). The series 

resistance (RS) of the cell is approximately 46 Ω and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) of the 

device can be observed to drop from 336 Ω to 23.4 Ω after exposure to solar-simulated light. 

These results are consistent with previous results in the alcohol photocatalytic fuel cell, and 

indicate a much more efficient charge transfer during operation.  

 

Figure 6-15. Nyquist plot for waste water-fed flow-photocatalytic fuel cell under dark and 

illuminated conditions.  
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Figure 6-16a displays the voltage and power density profiles of three experiments at 0.275 mA 

cm-1 (2.75 A m-2) over the course of 6 h. The flow-photocatalytic fuel cell shows relative stability 

over a 6 h period that is consistent with COD removal with an average initial voltage and power 

density of 0.888 V and 243 μW cm-2 (2.43 W m-2), respectively. By the end of the 6 h of 

operation, the device achieves an average final voltage and power density of 0.653 V and 185 

μW cm-2 (1.85 W m-2). Figure 6-16b shows the corresponding I-V curves for the three 

experiments. A Pmax of 510 ± 1.0 μW cm-2 (5.10 W m-2) was achieved using the flow-

photocatalytic fuel cell and brewery effluent as fuel. This is among the highest reported voltage 

and power densities achieved from real waste water using a single-cell configuration with respect 

to both microbial fuel cells (MFCs) and photocatalytic fuel cells under solar-simulated light 

(Table 6-1). The flow-photocatalytic fuel cell in this work provides an areal power density over 

28 times higher than existing photocatalytic fuel cell literature, and over 6 times higher than 

existing MFC literature.  

 

Figure 6-16. (a) Voltage/power density profiles of three experimental runs over a 6 h 

period.(b) I-V curves corresponding to the three experimental runs. 
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COD measurements for the three experimental runs are shown in Figure 6-17. An average COD 

removal of 14.8% (532 mg L-1) was achieved over a 6 h period, giving a removal rate of 89 mg 

L-1 h-1. Using a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-1, the flow-photocatalytic fuel cell has a residence time 

of approximately 47 s. This number compares favourably with MFC technologies, which can 

only achieve comparable results with residence times on the order of hours to days. With regard 

to photocatalytic fuel cell literature, this work produces unprecedented photocatalytic fuel cell 

performance in a flow context using real waste water at relatively high COD concentration. 

 

Figure 6-17. COD removal (%) of the three experimental runs over the course of 6 h. 

 

The coulombic efficiency (CE) of the flow-photocatalytic fuel cell can be calculated by dividing 

the capacity obtained from the cell (Ah) by the total COD removed during device operation, and 

is given by the following equation (Equation 6-1): 

 𝐶𝐸 =
𝑀𝑂2 ∫ 𝐼𝑑𝑡

𝑛𝐹𝑉∆𝐶𝑂𝐷
  (6-1) 

where M is the molar mass of O2, ∫ Idt is the total charge capacity obtained from the cell, n is the 

number of electrons generated from O2 (n = 4), F is Faraday’s constant (96485 s A mol-1), V is 
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the volume of the electrolyte, and ΔCOD is the change in COD (mg L-1). The average coulombic 

efficiency of the flow-photocatalytic fuel cell is 9.4% ± 0.9%, and is comparable to MFC 

literature at similar COD concentration.133,247,248 Literature shows that COD concentration has a 

significant effect on coulombic efficiency,133,247 and to the best of our knowledge this work is 

the first instance in photocatalytic fuel cell literature of handling such high COD waste water 

effluent with comparable coulombic efficiencies. 

Table 6-1: Tabulated comparison of this work with single-cell photocatalytic fuel 

cell(abbreviated as PFC here) and MFC devices using real waste water effluent as fuel sources.  

Device 

Type 

Waste 

water  

Cell 

Type 

COD 

(mg L-1) 

Removal Rate 

(mg L-1 h-1) 

Operating 

Voltage (V) 

Pmax 

(W m-2) 

Ref. 

PFC Brewery Flow 3597 89 0.888 5.10 
This 

Work 

PFC Textile Batch 103 8.4 0.60 0.113 130‡ 

PFC 
WWTP  

Effluent 

Batch 
20 3.1 0.55† 0.18 131 

MFC Sewage Flow 9978 1.5 0.762 0.382 245 

MFC Distillery Flow 6000 284 0.611 0.124 246 

MFC Brewery Batch 2239 26.4 0.467 0.483 133 

MFC Brewery Flow 1250 81.6 0.068 0.830 262 

MFC Brewery Batch 510 4.3 0.567† 0.251 263 
* No long-term experiments were performed using this waste water as substrate. 

† Operating voltage data was not given, so OCV data is shown instead. 

‡ This work performed photocatalytic fuel cell tests under UV light, and is not representative of performance 

under solar irradiation. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

A flow-photocatalytic fuel cell was designed to provide superior power generation from brewery 

waste water effluent. The photoanode was fabricated using a burr-like Ag-TiO2 composite that 

has improved photocatalytic performance under solar-simulated light due to the improved 

conductivity of the composite and the visible light activity of plasmonic Ag. This design provides 
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a stable catalyst for the degradation of organic waste in waste water in a flow-configuration, 

without the stringent conditions associated with operating a microbial fuel cell. When 

incorporated into a flow-photocatalytic fuel cell using brewery effluent as the fuel source, the 

device was able to run at 2.75 A m-2 over a 6 h period, generating a minimum voltage and power 

density of 0.653 V and 1.85 W m-2, respectively. An average COD removal of 14.8% (532 mg 

L-1) was achieved over a 6 period, and the cell achieves an average coulombic efficiency of 9.4%. 

This performance is among the highest recorded for single-cell MFCs and photocatalytic fuel 

cells using real waste water effluent as the fuel source. This work provides further basis for solar-

power photocatalytic fuel cells as a practical method for generating electrical power from the 

remediation of waste water.  
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7.0 Conclusions & Future Work 

In this thesis, various titanium oxide (TiO2)-based electrochemical systems were fabricated with 

the objective of fabricating novel multifunctional photoelectrochemical systems. Specifically, 

TiO2 nanomaterials were used as a starting point for designing photocatalytic fuel cells that could 

use light irradiation to draw electrical power from the photodegradation of organic compounds 

in various sources, including human sweat, textile dye waste, and brewery effluent. Various 

TiO2-based materials were employed and synthesized, including commercial P25, three-

dimensional ordered macroporous (3DOM) TiO2, and burr-like Ag-TiO2. This chapter outlines 

the conclusions and proposed future work for the research performed in this thesis. 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Flexible, Three-Dimensional Ordered Macroporous TiO2 Electrode with Enhanced 

Electrode-Electrolyte Interaction in High-Power Li-Ion Batteries 

3DOM TiO2 was synthesized using polystyrene (PS) colloidal crystal templates (CCTs) as a hard 

template. Unfortunately, the application of 3DOM TiO2 on ITO/glass proved very difficult, and 

its application in powder-based photocatalyst was not competitive with commercial P25 to be a 

viable photocatalytic material. Instead, the material was applied more effectively as an anode 

material in a Li-ion battery electrochemical system as a flexible, binder-free carbon cloth anode. 

This was accomplished by dip-coating a carbon cloth current collector in PS solution and 

allowing PS beads to self-assemble in to CCT-like structures on individual fibers. The PS-coated 

carbon cloth was then dipped TiO2 precursor solution and heat-treated to achieve 3DOM TiO2 

on carbon cloth. The macroporous porosity and highly accessible surface area of the 3DOM 
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structure were highly transferrable properties that allowed the material to provide high power 

performance and long cycling life in half-cell testing. This work provided the highest 

performance among flexible, binder-free TiO2-based anodes at the time of publishing, and was 

the first instance of functional 3DOM structures on flexible (non-planar) substrates. 

7.1.2 Advanced Biowaste-Based Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cell as a Green Wearable Power 

Generator 

A flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was fabricated as a proof-of-concept device that could derive 

electrical power from the decomposition of organic compounds in human sweat and textile dye 

waste. The flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was shown to produce electrical power under light 

irradiation from various fuels including lactic acid, ethanol, methanol, urea, glycerol, and 

glucose under bendering (r = 3 cm) conditions. Finally, the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell was 

able to produce appreciable power under light irradiation using artificial human sweat and textile 

dye solutions. This work provided a novel method for generation electricity from human sweat 

using a wearable format that is competitive with current technologies. This work also presented 

an alternative configuration for photocatalysis that allows energy to be produced from 

photodegradation of compounds such as methylene blue in a flexible format. 

7.1.3 A High Performance Waste water-Fed Flow-Photocatalytic Fuel Cell 

A flow-photocatalytic fuel cell was fabricated using burr-like Ag-TiO2 as the photoanode 

material. The composite was synthesized using a solvothermal reaction with varying amounts of 

Ag. The synthesized composite containing 0.59at% Ag showed an improve photocatalytic 

performance over pure TiO2 and commercial P25 under both UV light (365 nm) and solar 
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simulated light (AM 1.5G). In this work, brewery effluent was sourced form a local brewery to 

be used as a fuel source in a flow configuration. The flow-photocatalytic fuel cell showed 

significant photoelectrochemical performance over a 6 h operation period, providing competitive 

sustained electrical power output and reduction in effluent COD. The flow-photocatalytic fuel 

cell in this work provided areal power densities 28 times higher than microbial fuel cells and 6 

times higher than photocatalytic fuel cells using actual waste water in a single-cell configuration. 

This work was also the first instance of power generation from real-waste water photocatalysis 

in a flow context for sustained periods of time. 

7.2 Recommendations & Future Work 

7.2.1 Analysis of Rate Limiting Steps 

The results found in this work have shown the viability of a photocatalytic fuel cell device in the 

application of real waste water treatment. Further analysis can be done in order to better 

understand this photoelectrochemical system and its sensitivity toward different operating 

parameters such as light irradiance, incident photon to efficiency (IPCE), mass transfer and flow 

rate, COD characteristics (pH, conductivity, concentration), and O2 concentration. These 

analyses can provide a better understanding of how photocatalytic fuel cell devices will operating 

in real-world or non-ideal conditions and how to better design photocatalytic materials and 

devices. 

7.2.2 Alternative Effluent Sources 

Flow-photocatalytic fuel cells have real-world viability in that they have the potential to provide 

decomposition of waste water streams using just natural sunlight in a continuous process. 
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Brewery effluent is a desirable source of organic waste due to the existence large amounts of 

highly oxidizable alcohols and sugars. Although handling brewery effluent is fairly simple from 

a waste water treatment perspective, it does not necessarily render flow-photocatalytic fuel cell 

technologies redundant since photocatalytic fuel cells provide an additional functionality in the 

form of power generation. 

However, in order to fully utilize the specific advantages of photocatalytic technologies, it is 

worthwhile to explore alternative effluent sources where photocatalysis can play a more 

necessary role in organic degradation. These effluent sources include effluent from textile 

industries, pharmaceuticals and endocrine disruptors, personal care products, and various other 

polyaromatic hydrocarbons.264 Photocatalytic fuel cells can therefore be decentralized to specific 

industries producing these waste streams or centralized to waste water treatment facilities (as a 

tertiary treatment step). Photocatalytic fuel cells can also aid industries in reaching suitable 

discharge concentrations for municipal waste water treatment plants. These methods would 

maximize the utility of photocatalytic fuel cell technologies by tackling problem compounds in 

the waste water treatment process and generating electrical power as a secondary function.  

7.2.3 Improved Heterostructuring of Plasmonic and Small Band-Gap Semiconductors 

TiO2 remains the strongest candidate for photocatalysis under both UV and solar simulated light. 

This fact suggests that heterostructuring TiO2 in order to improve visible-light activity remains 

the most promising method for improving photocatalytic processes. As shown in Chapter 6, 

plasmonic materials make great composites for photocatalysis because they can improve light 

absorption in the visible-NIR range through LSPR while essentially leaving the redox potential 

of TiO2 unchanged. The LSPR of plasmonic materials like Ag and Au can be greatly modified 
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and enhanced through tuning morphology.13 The challenge will be appropriately fine-tuning the 

shape of Ag and Au while successfully heterostructuring these materials with TiO2 to improve 

overall photocatalytic activity under sunlight. 

Other materials that are candidates for heterostructuring are small band-gap semiconductors. 

Preferably, these materials are relatively stable in various electrolyte environments and form a 

type II heterojunction with TiO2. More recently, materials such as metal sulfides265 and carbon 

nitrides266 are materials that can not only improve the absorption properties of TiO2 but also 

assist in reduction reactions such as hydrogen evolution. 

7.2.4 Flexible Photocatalytic Fuel Cells for Suspended Power Generation in Water Reservoirs 

Research covered in Chapter 5 suggests that photocatalytic fuel cells can be suspended over 

bodies of (contaminated) water sources, either mechanically or through floatation. In addition to 

generation electrical power, this technology would serve additional purpose of: 1) reducing the 

amount of water evaporation in a body of water; and 2) helping to remove pollutants from a 

polluted body of water. This iteration of the photocatalytic fuel cell could be deployed in various 

industries, including waste water treatment plants and tailing ponds from various industries.  

Improvement of the electrode design in this case could greatly enhance the application of the 

device. Coating of meshs such as stainless steel could provide a simple substrate and current 

collector. Addition of the photocatalyst through electrodeposition could also improve the overall 

stability of the device. 
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7.2.5 Two-Compartment Reactor Systems and H2 production 

In this these only a single-compartment reactor system has been proposed for multifunctional 

photocatalysis (see Chapters 5 and 6). These systems are useful because of their simplicity, 

especially when considering real-world applications and viability in actual waste water treatment 

infrastructure. When considering novel photocatalytic fuel cell systems, a two-compartment 

reactor system can be beneficial for separating electrolyte environments between the anode and 

cathode and tailoring those electrolytes for specific functions. For example, it is well known that 

if the anolyte is made alkaline while the catholyte is made acidic, the overall cell experiences a 

chemical bias that can increase the overall potential between the electrodes. In this manner, 

conventional photocatalytic fuel cells can reach VOC values greater than 1 V.6  

Another function of two-compartment reactors systems is tailoring each electrolyte for specific 

redox reactions. For example, in a photocatalytic fuel cell context the photoanode can remain 

responsible for photo-oxidation of anolyte containing all relevant organic waste. The cathode 

can be responsible for H2 evolution using a proton-rich catholyte without the dangers of 

poisoning from the anolyte. 

7.2.6 Photocathode in a Photoassisted Flow-Battery 

Another avenue for exploration for multifunctional photoelectrochemical cells using 

photocatalysts is the photo-assisted flow battery. Photocatalytic fuel cells have shown that they 

can generate electrical currents from oxidation reactions. The relatively high Fermi level of TiO2 

also means that these photocatatalysts have the potential to reduce the charging voltage of certain 
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energy storage systems by artificially increasing the oxidation potential at the cathode under light 

irradiation.  

For example, in a ZnI2 flow battery,267 the charging/oxidation reaction at the cathode (3𝐼− ↔

𝐼3
− + 2𝑒−, 0.54 𝑉 𝑣𝑠. 𝑆𝐻𝐸) can be initiated by photo-generated holes on TiO2.

268 In this scenario, 

the photo-generated electrons have a potential of about -0.3 V vs. SHE, providing a theoretical 

voltage savings of over 0.8 V in the charging reaction. Reducing the charging voltage of the 

energy storage system can help reduce the overall power required for charging and increase the 

efficiency of the system. Photoanodes such as those fabricated in Chapter 6 can be easily 

transferred over to an energy storage system, such as the ZnI2 flow battery, and perform photo-

oxidation of I2 during charging while a secondary cathode, such as graphite, can be used for 

discharge reactions. 
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Appendix A: Supporting Information for Chapter 4 

 
Figure A-1. Optical image and mass change of 3T-C-CC electrode after 500 bending cycles 

(r = 2 mm).  

 

 

 
Figure A-2. Representative TGA curves of 3T-CC and 3T-C-CC used to determine the mass 

loading of TiO2 in the carbon cloth electrodes.  
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Appendix B: Supporting Information for Chapter 5 

 

 

Figure B-1. SEM EDX map of photoanode electrode cross-section, showing results for C, O, 

Al, and Ti.The unique presence of Ti and C in the TiO2 and PET layers, respectively, confirm 

the configuration of the photoanode. 
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Figure B-2. XRD spectrum of TiO2 electrode showing the characteristic anatase and rutile 

peaks of mixed-phase TiO2. 

 

 

 

Figure B-3. Equivalent circuits used to model the flexible photocatalytic fuel cell EIS data(a) 

in the dark, and (b) under light irradiation. 

 

Table B-1. Fitted values of EIS data modelled in ZSimpWin.  

 Dark  Light 

 RS Rct Cdl ZW  RS Rct1 C Rct2 C ZW 

Flat 315.3 0.0164 5.15E-5 6.97E-5  257.2 26.5 1.87E-8 200.9 1.80E-4 2.09E-3 

Bending 316.4 0.0487 6.61E-5 5.84E-5  189.5 0.175 2.96E-5 13.5 8.27E-7 6.04E-4 
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Figure B-4. EIS data flexible photocatalytic fuel cell using various fuels under (a) dark 

conditions and (b) light irradiation. 
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Appendix C: Supporting Information for Chapter 6 

 

 

Figure C-1. XPS of pure TiO2 synthesized without Ag. The Ti 2p spectrum shows typical 

2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks at 458.58 eV and 464.28 eV. 

 

 

Figure C-2. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data for P25, TiO2, and Ag-TiO2, comparing 

reflectance properties. 
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Table C-1: Representative XPS data giving the composition of Ag-TiO2.Stoichiometric 

amounts of Ti and O are consistent with TiO2 and XRD data. 

 

Name Peak BE (eV) FWHM eV Area CPS eV at% 

Ti 2p 459.48 0.97 100276.46 33.73 

O 1s 530.70 1.16 82325.25 65.68 

Ag 3d 368.75 1.33 6455.66 0.59 

  

 

 

Figure C-3. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data for TiO2, including (a) absorbance and (b) 

the calculated Tauc plot. (c) electron lifetime measurements for TiO2, and (d) Pmax comparison 

of TiO2 under solar and visible (<400 nm) light. 
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